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By MARGURITA MEI

A2040 scene
of assault

CD student John Lampa, 18, is in
good condition and back in the
classroom after being assaulted by two
men in lounge A2040 April 10 at
approximately 4:30 p.m.
Lampa told police that he was seated
in the lounge, studying, when the two
men entered, talking and laughing in an
unruly manner.
THE VICTIM STATED that when
he told the men to “shut up,” they
approached him and began striking at
his face with their fists, according to
the department of public safety.
Police were called to investigate the
incident at about 4:38 p.m.
The reporting officers found Lampa
bleeding and in shock. He was taken to

Good Samaritan Hospital in Downers
Grove.
A witness was present at the time of
the assault.
The officers described the condition
of the lounge as “chaotic,” with papers
and furniture strewn about and blood
spattered on the walls, floor and
furniture.
THE TWO ASSAILANTS have not
yet been apprehended, according to the
public safety officers.
“We are presently investigating,
talking to witnesses at the scene and to
' others who may have viewed the
suspects leaving the area and we hope
to make an arrest soon,” said Tom
Usry , chief of public safety.
Both suspects are white and in their
early 20s.
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One is approximately 5 feet 4 inches
to 5 feet 6 inches, weighing 135 to 140
pounds, with brown hair, possible
mustache and a limp in his left leg. He
was wearing a blue denim jacket with
cut-off sleeves and gang-related colors
on the back. He had a Harley chained
wallet.
THE SECOND SUSPECT is about 5
feet 8 inches tall and weighs 135 to 140
pounds, with brown hair, mustache and
possible beard. He was wearing a black
leather jacket with a gang-type insignia
on the back.
Anyone having information regard¬
ing the incident may call the
department of public safety at 8582805, ext. 2000.
All information will be held in strict
confidence, said public safety officials.
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Court halts arts center contract
By STEVE MILANO
Circuit Court Judge John S.
Teschner has issued a preliminary
injunction preventing CD from award¬
ing the contract for construction of the
arts center until the court can identify
the lowest responsible bidder.
Klein Construction Co. sought the
injunction after its bid, the lowest
submitted, was not accepted by the
college’s Board of Trustees.
The contract was awarded to the
next-lowest bidder, Wil-Freds Construc¬
tion/Midwest, the firm that built the
PE building and the bookstore.
THE BOARD OF Trustees made its
decision after the following series of
events took place:
On March 13, sealed bids for all
contractors were opened and reviewed
by board members.
On March 28, the two lowest bidders
for general contractor were discussed.
At that time, Wight and Co., architects
for the project, made no recommenda¬
tion to award the contract, according to
testimony by Francis Cole, chairman of
the Board of Trustees.
The board then asked Wight to check

Wil-Freds’ references.
On April 11, after reviewing the
information supplied by Wight, the
board, acting on Wight’s recommenda¬
tion, awarded the contract to WilFreds.
A STATEMENT ISSUED by the
board indicated that the Klein bid was
rejected because “Klein is not the
lowest responsible bidder.”
To support its position, the board
cited five reasons offered by Wight why
Klein’s services should not be used,
including “failure to complete projects
on schedule; lack of confidence in Klein
Construction’s ability to provide an
adequate employe work force for
carpentry, masonry and concrete work
as specified in contract documents; a
consistent pattern of on-site manage¬
ment changes; an abnormally high
number of severely critical owner and
architect references; and the question¬
able quality of overall workmanship.”
At a meeting between Don Baar,
Klein executive vice-president, and
Mike Mistell of Wight and Co., Baar
was asked to respond to negative

references, according to Gary Taylor,
attorney for Klein Construction.
“BAAR PRESENTED HIS side of
the story and Wight expressed
satisfaction with the reasons given,”
said Taylor. “Wight specifically talked
about having problems on only two
projects, and no others,” said Taylor,
“so it is our contention that the
recommendation is based upon those
two projects. That’s all that was ever
mentioned to us as being checked out.”
Taylor also suggested that a conflict
of interest may exist because Wight
recently worked with Wil-Freds on the
PE building and bookstore, as well as

on other past projects.
However, Wight mentioned this
working relationship when recommend¬
ing Wil-Freds to the Board of Trustees,
noting that “in all three cases,
Wil-Freds’ performance was above
average.”
A NEGATIVE EXPERIENCE with
Klein may also have affected Wight’s
decision, said Taylor, who cited a
$47,000 job more than 10 years ago,
“when Klein was just starting out and
ran into some problems.” Since then,
Klein has "successfully completed jobs
costing as much as $11 million,” Taylor

Please turn to page 13

Rec center set to open
By CHRIS J. AIELLO
The college is expected to open a recreation area May 15 in SRC 1020, according
to Joe Comeau, recreation and box office general manager.
CD and Glen Ellyn trustees have not yet approved any of the bids submitted by
eight companies to supply six billiard tables, a foosball table and a juke box,
Comeau said.
The recreation area will have no video games because of a Glen Ellyn ordinance
passed by the village trustees Jan. 23.
“I REALLY BELIEVE the students want something to do besides sit around in
the cafeteria during their spare time,’ Comeau commented.
The pool and foosball tables will be coin-operated, costing 50 to 25 cents, the box
office manager estimated.
*
“We’ll also have several tables where students can play board games. A few will
have checkers-chess and backgammon prints on their surfaces and these games can
also be rented,” Comeau said, adding that he hopes to see the rear of the room
become a “paper-bag” lunch area where students can just socialize.
AT LEAST ONE ping pong table will be available.
“It will cost 50 cents to rent the paddles with no time limit, but you will have to
bring your own balls or purchase them at the rental counter,” Comeau noted
A set of vending machines like the ones issued to the lounge areas will be
included in the gameroom, according to Comeau.
“We’re looking for it to be open from 11 a.m. to 7 p.m., Monday through Friday,
he said. “Right now that’s all the funding we have time for, at least until the area
brings in enough revenue to staff the earlier morning hours.

JACK WEISEMAN, DIRECTOR of CD’s performing arts program, is about
to break ground for college’s $14.8 million arts center, fourth
permanent building scheduled for construction on CD campus,
monies April 13. Among those present at festivities were (l-r)
James E. Rowoldt, Mark Pfefferman and Francis T. Cole. Courier
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WHATS HAPPENING...
Elected officers

This session will cover recruitment,
selection, orientation and legal liabili¬
ties.

Tool for relaxation

D. Richard Petrizzo and Barbara
Wilcox have been elected to offices of
the National Council for Community
Relations, an affiliate council of the
American Association of Community
and Junior Colleges.
Petrizzo of Hinsdale, vice president
of external affairs at the college, was
elected vice president/president-elect of
the council. He formerly served as a
trustee and treasurer of the group.
Wilcox of Wheaton, CD’s coordinator
of community relations, is the new
secretary of the organization. She
formally was a trustee of the council.

“Seeing with Your Mind’s Eye —
Using Imagery as a Tool for
Relaxation,” will be discussed by CD
instructor Mary Floden (health and
public services) in a program sponsored
by the Focus on Women program at
noon Thursday, May 3 in SRC 1024A.

“The Basics of Finance,” which
meets from 7 to 10 p.m. Tuesday, May
22, in SRC 1042B and from 9 a.m. to
noon Wednesday, May 23, in SRC
1024A, will cover reading the financial
statement, drafting/reviewing the ope¬
rating budget and how the annual plan
is put into dollars and cents.
Cost of each session is $20; the entire
series, $65. The fee includes coffee and
materials.
Further information is available at
858-2800, ext. 2180.

Volunteer boards
A series of four programs designed to
strengthen boards of community or¬
ganizations through skill development
will be offered by CD’s Business and
Professional Institute during May.
“Long and Short Range Planning”
will meet from 7 to 10 p.m. Tuesday,
May 1, in SRC 1042B and from 9 a.m.
to noon Wednesday, May 2, in SRC
1024A.
This session will cover development
and review of the mission statement,
goals and objectives, and demographics
and needs assessment in planning.
“Effective Board Meetings” will
meet from 7 to 10 p.m. Tuesday, May 8,
in SRC 1042B and from 9 a.m. to noon
on Wednesday, May 9, in SRC 1024A.
This seminar will cover building
effective committees;
pre-education,
minutes and reports, and parliamentary
procedure.
“Board Member Roles and Responsi¬
bilities” will meet from 7 to 10 p.m.
Tuesday, May 15, in SRC 1042B and
from 9 a.m. to noon Wednesday, May
16, in SRC 1024A.

Teen wardrobes
Teenagers between 14 and 17 years of
age will have an opportunity to learn
how to select colors and their wardrobe
in a seminar on “Personal Color and
Wardrobe Planning for Teens” which
CD is planning for two Thursdays, May
10 and 17, from 7 to 10 p.m. in Downers
Grove North High School.
The cost is $20.
The instructor will be Janet Kolzow.
Further information is available at
858-2800, ext. 2208.

In good hands
Allstate Insurance recently donated
used video equipment to CD’s media
technology program. Included were
two three-tube video cameras, two
camera control units, a processing
amplifier, and several studio lights.

Scholars recognized
Recognition receptions will be held in
the various division offices Wednesday,
May 2 from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. for all
students named to the president’s or
dean’s list during winter quarter.
Students will have an opportunity to
visit with faculty and have refresh¬
ments.
The division offices are business and
services, A2026; humanities and liberal
arts, A3098; natural sciences, A3028;
occupational and vocational, A1028;
and social and behavioral sciences,
A2084.

Stanley heads alums
Louisa R. Stanley has been named
coodinator of alumni affairs and deputy
director of the capital campaign at
College of DuPage.
For the last four years, Stanley has
been employed as assistant director of
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development and director of alumni
affairs at Viterbo College, LaCrosse,
Wis., a private Catholic liberal arts
college.
She is a graduate of the University of
Wisconsin at LaCrosse with a bachel¬
ors’s in psychology and sociology, and
holds a master’s in educational
psychology and counseling from Wino¬
na (Minn.) State University.

'Bad habits' coming
Terrance McNally’s comedy, “Bad
Habits” will be presented Tuesday
through Saturday, May 1 to 5, at 8
p.m. in the Performing Arts Center of
Building M.

Mock trial May 3
Members of the audience will be
selected for jury duty when CD
observes Law Day Thursday, May 3,
with a mock criminal trial from 9 and
11 a.m. in SRC 1024A.
The DuPage County Bar Association
will provide local attorneys to represent
the prosecutors, defense attorneys and
witnesses in the trial, sponsored by the
social and behavioral sciences division.
A judge of the 18th Circuit Court will
preside and be accompanied by his
court reporter and other court personnel
from the DuPage County courthouse in
Wheaton.
The attorneys will select jurors from
members of the audience to decide the
case. After the trial, audience members
will have an opportunity to ask
questions of the participants.
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featuring Koko Taylor and Her
Blues Machine.
Saturday, May 5, 8:00p.m.
Physical Education & Community
Recreation Center
$5 advance, $6 at the door
Tickets at Student Activities Box Office
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Jamaican Reggae Singer
by the law.

Jimmy

THE HURRIED CHILD
Growing Up Too Fast, Too Soon

A Lecture
By David Klkind
Tuesday, May 8. 1984
^7:30 p.m.
College of DuPage
SRC, Room 1024
22nd Street and Lambert Road
Glen Kllyn, IL.

Cliff gets ripped off, gets a No. 1 record and is hunted

Tues., May

1 & Wed., May 2

7:30 & 12:30 p.m.

SRC 1024

_______

Attention: Students who signed up to help work at the Big Twist Concert. Please stop by the Student Activities
Office to find out dates and times for concert security and stagehands meetings.
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what’s happening...
Information systems
A seminar on “Planning Information
Systems,” sponsored by CD’s Business
and Professional Institute, will meet
from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. Saturday, April
28, in K157.
The fee is $95.
The seminar will provide a framework
from which the various types of
systems planning can be done.
Participants will be provided with a set
of methods to use in the planning
process.
Leaders will be Robert Everett,
manager of distribution systems at a
Chicago-based manufacturing and leas¬
ing company; and Sheila Smith, a
software engineer with a firm specializ¬
ing in productive technologies.
Further information is available from
Deb Guerin at 858-2800, ext. 2594.

'Please call police'
“Please Call Police” banners are
being sold by the DuPage Women
Against Rape organization. The ban¬
ners may be used by drivers for
unexpected car trouble or sudden
medical emergencies while traveling.
Large flourescent letters on a white
background make the banners notice¬
able at night.
DuPage Women Against Rape is a
non-profit organization serving the
DuPage community. A 24-hour hotline
(971-DWAR), speakers’ bureau, high
school educational programs and hospi-

Watch out —
Here comes a
Hug
Pass it on!

tal advocacy are part of the services
offered.
Further information is available at
629-0170.

Forensics squad 5th

Commencement deadline
Students expecting to complete
degree requirements by the end of the
summer quarter may take part in the
commencement June 7.
For inclusion of the student’s name
in the commencement program, the
petition for degree or certificate must
be received in the records office, SRC
2015, before 5 p.m. Friday, April 27.

Trio to perform
The Macalester Trio will perform a
program of music for piano trio on
Sunday, May 6 at 8 p.m. in the
Performing Arts Center of Building M.
The trio, made up of artist/faculty
members at Macalester College, St.
Paul, Minn., will play works by
Schubert, Alan Hovhaness, John
Knowles Paine, and the premiere of
“Trio” by Gunther Schuller. “Varuna,”
by Alan Havhaness, was written for and
recorded by the ensemble.
Donald Betts (piano), Joseph Roche
(violin), and Camilla Heller (cello)
comprise the group, now in its 16th
season.
The ensemble has recorded for VOX,
Golden Crest, and CRI. Its repertoire
includes most of the standard piano
trios and many seldom-heard works.
Betts is chairman of the music
department at Macalester College.

in national tourney
CD’s forensic team captured fifth place at the Phi Rho Pi national forensics
tournament in Casper, Wyo., April 1 through 7, to become the only squad east
of the Mississippi to finish in the top 10.
This year’s team was led by Eric Ruff of Wheaton, who received the
Bavaro-Taber award for highest overall achievement. His gold awards were won
in poetry, communication analysis, dramatic interpretation and duet acting.
Rene Ruelas of Glendale Heights, last year’s Bavaro-Taber recipient,
returned to receive a gold award in poetry.
Rick Almassey of Villa Park, was awarded a silver plaque in informative
speaking and a bronze in reader's theater with “Freedom Isn’t Free.”
Tom Morgan of Lisle placed in all events he entered. He received a silver in
persuasion and bronze in communication analysis, informative speaking and
reader’s theater.
Jacquie Reaves of Villa Park won a gold award in speech to entertain and
teamed with Ruff to win a gold in duet acting. She was also a member of the
bronze winning reader’s theater.
Kathy Kasdorf of Downers Grove received a silver in communication analysis
and was a member of the reader’s theater.
Lauren Nivling of Glen Ellyn completed the cast of “Freedom Isn’t Free” for
which she received a bronze medal.
Other members of the award-winning team were Greg Finlayson of Lombard,
Kathi Rodak of La Grange, John Grossman of Glen Ellyn, Dave Grant of
Hinsdale, Lisa Burnell of Lombard and Vernon Royster of Glen Ellyn.
This year’s squad won the Sylvia D. Mariner cumulative sweepstakes award
presented to the team compiling the most points over a number of years.
DuPage last captured the award in 1980.
CD s team is coached by Jim Collie, Jodie Briggs, who received the
distinguished service award by Phi Rho Pi; Joyce Holte, Randy Schultz and
Margo Senter.

Think you’re pregnant?
Use Predictor®
In-Home Pregnancy
Test. It’s the same
as a hospital test.

^\urora College

You’re on your own for the first time and
life is a lot different now. If you think you
might be pregnant, you want to know for
sure. This is the time to use Predictor
In-Home Pregnancy Test. It’s the exact
same test method used in over 2,000
hospitals and 13 million laboratory tests
nationwide. So you know Predictor is
accurate.
Predictor can be used as soon as
nine days after you miss your period. It’s
convenient and gives you results in just
one hour. Think you’re pregnant?
Remember, you can use Predictor with
confidence, it’s the test method used in
over 2,000 American hospitals.

Transfer Open Houses
Sat., April 28, 1984
10A.M. to 1 P.M.
(Includes lunch on us)
Thurs., May 17, 1984
7to 9P.M.

— On site Admission
(Bring your transcripts)
— Meet with faculty and
students
— Have your transcripts
evaluated
— Learn more about
financial aid
— Tour our campus
Call for reservations or
information
312/896-1975

SPECIAL $3.00 COUPON OFFER
We'll send you a $1 00 coupon on Predictor plus 50‘ coupons on Neet Hair Remover*
Anacin 3T Dristan* and Trendar*—a $3 value, yours tree Just fill in your name and
address and mail to Predictor. P.O. Box SR-7896, El Paso. Texas 79975

Name

_;_

Address_■

_

State

Nothing Predicts Pregnancy more accurately.
AURORA COLLEGE
Aurora, III. 60506

J
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Trustees OK $13.1 million
to construct arts center
Contracts totaling $13.1 million for
the construction of an arts center were
approved b? CDs Board of Trustees
April 11.

Architect for the arts center is
Wight and Co. of Downers Grove, who
designed the PE budding and the
bookstore.

A bid of $8,287,100 was accepted
from Wil-Freds Construction/Midwest,
a division of Wil-Freds Inc. as general
contractor.

The board also approved the
appointment of William C. Fitzgerald,
who had been an instructor of criminal’
justice, as director of personnel,
effective June 11, and approved a
sabbatical leave for the 1984-85
academic year for Ronald G. Kapper,
instructor of office careers.
Members of the professional staff
granted tenure by the board were
Barbara J. Anderson, Cheri K. Erdman,
John F. Ficks, Lawrence J. Frateschi,
Joyce E. Holte, Lee R. Kesselman,
Henry A. Michalski, James J. Nyka,
Rick F. Orsinger, R. Dean Peterson,
Beatrice A. Schubert and Carole M.
Sherman.

Ground was broken April 13 for the
arts center, which will house all fine,
performing and technical art programs
at the college. Construction is expected
to begin in late spring with completion
anticipated for mid-1986.
In addition to classrooms, studios,
practice rooms, offices and an art
gallery, the 130,000 foot building will
contain an 800-seat auditorium, a
180-seat small theater and a studio
theater to be used for teaching,
rehearsals and performances.

April 30 deadline for poets
Monday, April 30, is the deadline for students to submit their works to the
college s fifth annual poetry contest sponsored by the humanities division.
The winning entries will be announced at the spring poetry reading at 7:30 p.m.
May 3 in SRC 3028.
Contestants may submit one poem up to 50 lines long on any theme or topic
with no form or style restrictions.
Poems must be typed and include the name, address and phone number of the
author on the upper-right-hand comer of the entry.
The top three works will earn prizes of $100, $50 and $25, respectively, and be
published in the Praine Light Review, CD’s literary magazine.
Poems may be sent to Poetry Contest, Humanities Division, College of DuPage,
Glen Ellyn, Ill., 60137, or dropped off in A3098.
Additional information is available from Bill Bell, A3113C, ext. 2053.

Native Tan
Group Tours
MTV
Newport
presents

DflYTONfl BEACH
SUMMER BEACH PARTY
JUNE 1 5“ 24
rortn
”

Ries scholarships won by 3
Three CD students have been named recipients of the Michael W Ries
alumm scholarships provided annually by the Alumni Association.
Receiving the $200 awards were Sharon Jensen and Judith Leswig of
Wheaton and Douglas Adams of Carol Stream.
The scholarship is named for Michael W. Ries, a 1971 graduate of College of
DuPage, who died in 1982. He was an active member of the alumni board a^d a
eriteS forThe^sch'!16 ^Umni 8ch°larshiP committee. He helped to establish the
cntena for the scholarship and selected the recipients
eraduTirn mrber °f PW THeta Kappa h°norary fratemity- ejects to
^ fr
h an assoc,ate of arts degree and a certificate in aging for
health care and human service practitioners.
af,LeS,W‘g 18 on,the President’s list. After earning her degree at CD she plans to
attend Jane Adams school of social work at the University of Illinois/Chicago
Adams, on the president’s list for the last six quarters, is studying
pre-engineenng and later expects to apply for medical school to become a doctor
and work in bioengineering in the Chicago area.

Reagan kin speaks at confab
Political activist Maureen Reagan,
daughter of President Ronald Reagan,
will be the keynote speaker at the sixth
annual Women’s Career Convention at
the Hyatt Regency Hotel, 151 E.
Wacker Drive, Friday through Sunday,
May 18 through 20.
Reagan will address the group Friday
afternoon, May 18.
More than 100 career experts from
around the country are scheduled to
speak at the event.
Barbara Proctor, president of the
Chicago advertising agency Proctor and
Gardner, who was recently featured on
CBS-TV’s “Sixty Minutes,” and career
columnist Marilyn Moats Kennedy will
speak during the three-day event.

Group

■pours
-
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In addition, Chicago TV anchorman
Walter Jacobson, who was voted at last
year’s convention as “Chicago’s favo¬
rite Tootsie,” will moderate a panel.
More than 75 workshops are
scheduled during the conference, each
tracked to a specific segment of the
market-sales, corporate, career explora¬
tion, personal development and entre¬
preneur.
Some 18 “swap shops” are being
organized in the exhibit area. They will
focus on banking, marketing, communi¬
cations and other career fields.
In addition, an exhibit area is
planned with more than 100 companies
participating.

Colorado White Water
Rafting
July 18-24,1984
$375.00 Includes: roundtrip motor-

ymimiLea, coach from Chicago and Rockford,
accommodations before and after the rafting,
3 day Adventure Bound trip through Lodore
po Box4ooi ^any°n on the Green River near Craig Colorado,
Rockford.
meals, guide and raft equipment included, all applic-1
lino*
able taxes.
* meals during rafting trip only. |
815/*>4-2969

incredible...

Package includes:
★ 7 nights lodging in oceanfront hotel in the
heart of Daytona.
★ Roundtrip motorcoach from
★ Discount coupon book
MA/nnrlf iolH
★ Optional tours from hotel. ' V¥
'
.V
★ Group parties & activities,
it All taxes included.
★ And of course...GTU extras!

Chicago

Mall)

Limited space available!
$50 deposit required to
reserve your spot today!!!

“Jackson Hole” — Just what the skier ordered — the
biggest vertical in the U.S.; 4139 ft. January 4—13,
1985. $345.00.
Includes: Roundtrip motorcoach from
Chicago and Rockford. 7 nights at the Americana Snow
King Inn, 5 days of lift tickets, welcome wine and cheese
party, group parties and activities, all applicable taxes.

“Daytona Beach Spring Break Trips in 85” — $225.00*
March 8-17, 15-24, 22-31, March 29— April 7,
April 5-14, 12-21, 19-28
Includes: Roundtrip motorcoach from most cities in
Illinois, Wisconsin, Iowa, Minnesota, Michigan, and
Indiana. 7 nights at the Carnival Motor Inn, discount
coupons, group parties and activities (poolside barrels and
weinie roasts), all applicable taxes, $5 million
insurance per coach.

Group Tours Unlimited also needs group leaders and
tour coordinators. If you are planning on going away to
school, moving or live outside of Rockford. You may
earn a free trip.; commission; or a combination of both
depending on the size of the group you can put together.
Please call or write us for further details. The key to making
a trip successful is to start today.
/
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The Courier, recently judged the best community
college newspaper in Illinois for the second consecu¬
tive year, will soon be interviewing candidates for the
position of

CHIEF

for the 1984-85 school year.

We are looking for a dependable,ambitious,creative
person with strong writing skills and the ability to get along
well with others.
You will be supervising a staff of student writers, artists
and photographers and be responsible for the content of
publication that is read from cover to cover by more than
15,000 students, faculty members and administrators ever
week.
If you’re excited about the prospect of holding the
most important and prestigious student job at the
College of DuPage — a position that will put you far
ahead of the competition when you're looking for that
high-paying career opportunity a couple of years from
now — then you may be the individual we’re looking for.
The job offers 20 hours of pay each week, along
with free tuition.
Sound good?
Then pick up an application form today. They’re
available in the Courier office, SRC 1022; the Humanities and
Liberal Arts office, A3098, and on the kiosk of the learning
resource center (library).
The deadline for applying is Monday, May 14.

No Bronx gong placed those mines
By RICHARD COHEN
WASHINGTON
In the movie “Casablanca,” the cynical prefect of police is
ordered to find a pretext to close down Rick’s, the cabaret whose gambling casino
is an open secret. He does as he is told, telling a perplexed Rick, “I’m shocked!
Shocked to find that gambling is going on here!” In the movie “Nicaragua,” the
prefect will be played by Congress.
In January, the CIA-funded Contras
announced that it had mined three Nicaraguan
harbors. Since then, several ships were
damaged, including a Soviet tanker. And yet
when the press revealed that the United States
had supplied the mines, trained the men who
laid them and controlled the operation from an
offshore ship, Congress reacted with shock and
the Senate promptly voted its indignation: The
United States did that!
BUT JUST WHO, we may ask, did Congress
think was responsible? What other country has
been openly funding the Contras and pressuring
the Nicaraguans right and left to do this and that — hold elections, stop censoring
the press, cease aiding the leftists in El Salvador. Did Congress^Jhink the mines
were placed by a street gang from the Bronx?
My training in mines, provided by the U.S. Army corps of engineers, is limited
-o the land variety, but even I knew at the time that the United States, either
directly or indirectly, was behind the effort to harrass shipping coming into
Nicaragua. The Contras may be dedicated fellows, but the most experienced of
them come from the former National Gliard of the late Anastasio Somoza Debayle.
They gained experience in murder, mayhem and torture, but the mining of harbors
was something outside their ken. There was, alas, no graft to be earned from it.
For a critic of the administration, the mining of Nicaraguan harbors is a bouquet
of opportunities. You could, if you wish, point out the hypocrisy of a government
that decries “state-sponsored terrorism” elsewhere in the world but engages in it

when it sees fit.
YOU COULD SAY something about a country that habitually invokes the
phrase “the rule of law” but runs like a pickpocket from the jurisdiction of the
World Court. And you might also point out that the United States absolutely
insists on free elections in Nicaragua, but seems not to notice disenfranchised
blacks in South Africa. Presumably, voting is a right reserved for whites.
But the real absurdity is the desire of Congress to be the political equivalent of a
little bit pregnant. Even after ships were damaged in Nicaraguan harbors, the
Senate just recently appropriated $21 million to continue funding the Contras.
Congress must think there is a whale of a difference between being killed by a
Contra directed by an American and one who is merely being armed and paid
by one. Not only is that a distinction without a difference to the deceased, but it is
hardly a significant distinction in the rest of Central America. As for Moscow, it
has shown the patience of Job. Just imagine how we would have reacted if a Soviet
mine had damaged an American ship.
THE HALF-HEARTEDNESS of the situation is enough to make you feel sorry
for President Reagan. Not one to grasp subtleties in the first place, he must
wonder why he has congressional authorization to wage a war against Nicaragua
and yet is not entitled to an occasional American to oversee the situation. It must
remind him of Vietnam which he has always seen as one half-measure followed by
another. The only time we ever did anything all the way is when we pulled out.
Congress wants exactly what the administration won’t provide Nicaragua — a
safe harbor. It wants the results of the covert war, but none of the responsibility
and so it has closed its eyes to the obvious: the little Vietnam-like half-steps it has
authorized is getting us nowhere — into a quagmire. Composed of members who
swear they have learned the lessons of Vietnam, Congress has nevertheless
maneuvered itself into a position where its indignation is as hollow as that
expressed by Casablanca’s prefect of police. We’ve seen this movie before.
Play it again. Congress.

© 1984, The Washington Post Co.

Student Voice
Do you think the Courier is an
effective college newspaper?

upcoming events but there’s
not enough coverage of the
swim team.”

Bob Smith, Lombard: “Yes,
it is the right kind of paper for
this college.”
Holle Urbanek, Elmhurst:
“Yes, they don’t edit personal
views.”

Edward Gdala, Lombard: “I
do not believe in asserting my
opinion on subjects where my
knowledge is limited. In other
words, I don’t read The
Courier.”
Patti Jirack, Willowbrook:
“Yes, it is informative and up
to date.”

Tricia Osborn
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Karl Skogin, Wheaton: “I
don’t read it that often, not as
often as I should to keep up on
college life. As far as what I’ve
seen, they do a good job. It
covers a lot of the issues.”
Darren Delgado, Westmont:
“Yes, it is effective but the
paper could feature more
stories that have relevancy to
students here.”

Kevin Gilsdorf, Warrenville:
“I don’t know because I don’t
read it.”
Tony Buscemi, Lombard:

Diane Benecke
Diane Benecke, Wheaton: “I
think it is. It covers the news
and current events that hap¬
pen on campus. I like the
movie reviews; they’re a nice
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3 Courier welcomes all letters to the editor. Reactions from students, staff and community
he valuable as a megaphone of student interests, providing new ideas and keeping staff

ibers on their toes.
otters should not exceed 200 words and should be typed, double-spaced. They may be
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i etters will be edited only for style and grammar, and may be reduced to fit space limitations.
a'i letters must be signed, although the writer may request to have his name withheld. A home
idress and telephone number should be included for verification purposes.
Opinions expressed in the Courier do not necessarily represent the views of the staff of the
o lege of DuPage
ihe Courier is a member of the Community College Journalism Association, the Associated
oliegiate Press and the Illinois Community College Journalism Association.

Colleen Miller, Lombard:
“I just feel that it is
informative and interested in
what the students have to
say.”
Steve Seeker, Wheaton: “I
think there is room for
improvement in the editorial
department of the Courier, but
I enjoy the paper overall.”

Kevin Gilsdorf

Karl Skogin

Tricia Osborn, Glendale
Heights: “I believe it’s effec¬
tive but I’ve found it to be
quite tasteless at times. It
does give good' information on

touch.”
Patricia Fiorina, Woodale:
“Yes, of what I’ve read.”

“Yes, because of its good
coverage of campus and local
area news and events.”
Julie Sullivan, West Chica¬
go: “Yes, it expresses our
interests and talks about what
we want to hear.”

Nancy Hanson
Nancy Hanson, Villa Park:
“Yes. It gives a lot of
information and keeps things
up to date.”

The Courier is published weekly on Fridays during the academic year except during
examination and vacation periods by the students of the College of DuPage.
Editorial offices are in the SRC, Room 1022. Telephone 858-2800, exts. 2531, 2379.
Office hours for the Courier are from noon to

5p.m. Monday through Friday.

Advertising rates are available upon request. Deadline for display ads and classifieds is 5 v ”
7 days prior to publication.
News items should be submitted 10 days prior to publication.
The college is located at 22nd Street and Lambert Road, Glen Ellyn, IL., 60137.
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Staff: Chris Aiello, Julie Bridge,

Paul Goodman, Keith Lippoldt,
Margurita Mel, Steve Milano,
Geri Mills, John O’Leary, Dave
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Mary Spurgein, Ann Stots, Scott
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By GARY SCHLUFTER

An acquaintance of mine was
brooding over his coffee one morning. I
asked what was wrong.
“You ever have a friend?”
“Yes,” I said, “many.”
“No, I mean a real friend. Someone
you can really trust. Someone that’ll
always be there.”
I told him I've had maybe two or
three of those.
“Yeah, me too,” said my friend.
My acquaintance. Bill, is 67 yearsold.
“I HAD A buddy in high school. He
was a great guy. Nothing came between
us. Until the war. That’s where he
died.”
“I’m sorry,” I said.
“I met another guy, Harry, in
college. We joined the same fraternity
and had so many great times together,
I can’t even remember ’em all.”
I asked what happened to Harry.
“Oh, he had a stroke when he was 50.
He seemed to be in perfect shape. I
never expected he’d be the first to go.
We were great friends. On weekends
we’d spend a whole afternoon playing
golf or watching a ball game. We also
tried to make every Cubs home game
there was. Yep, Harry was a good
man.”

“He sounds like a friend I’d like to
have,” I commented.
“A FEW YEARS ago, Dave died. I
met Dave at the grocery store we both
worked at shortly after Harry passed
away. Dave was killed when two
teenagers tried robbing the store and
shot him in the back. He had jumped in
front of a little boy who would have
been shot.”
That’s very heroic.
“He always liked kids. Dave would
dress up as Santa every year and sit in
front of the store. Every once in a while
I’d take his place. I always seemed to
get the wet ones, but it was still
something we looked forward to.”
I asked what had made him so
disturbed this morning.
“DO YOU REMEMBER me telling
you about Bomber?” he asked.
I said yes. Bomber is his dog whom
Dave gave him for his birthday. He's a
small Dachshunde and, as I recall, went
blind a few months ago.
“I found Bomber dead this morning.
He was at the foot of my bed where he
always used to sleep. I noticed he
wasn’t as peppy as usual last night, so
I picked him up and carried him
upstairs with me. I set him down and
gave him a little kiss on his nose as he
closed his eyes, put his head down and
went to sleep. I never saw those deep
brown eyes again. Nor will I ever again
feel those little wet kisses he’d give me
every morning to wake me up.”
TEARS BEGAN ROLLING down
Bill’s cheeks. I patted him on the back,
said I was sorry and paid for his coffee.
I never knew about his old friends and
how much they meant to him.
I noticed an article in this morning’s
paper about Bill.
It said Bill had died of an apparent
heart attack at a stop light.
I CALLED THE local police and
they said Bill stopped at the light and
died before it turned green. They said
he had very high cholesterol content
and was overweight and lucky he had
lived so long. They also said he had

extremely high blood pressure and a
failing kidney.
I could have told the police about his
past friends and that all of their
biological data is worthless. I could
have called the papers and had a

feature story printed titled, “Death by
a Broken Heart.” I could have called
the radio stations and announced the
real reason he died.
But Bill deserved more than that.

DuPage leaves no roomj
for student griping
To the Editor:
After attending a state university for two years, I decided to live at home for
a semester and attend CD. My friends, who already went here, warned me that
it was a mistake, and that I would hate CD as they did. Quite to the contrary, I
have enjoyed attending CD very much.
When compared to state schools, DuPage has numerous advantages. The
first is cost, which is about half that of a state school. Second is class size,
which is considerably smaller, creating a better learning environment. Lastly,
contrary to popular belief, is the actual teaching quality. Many times I’ve heard
people say that because state schools have more professors than CD, they are
better learning institutions. However, CD does not use teaching assistants, but
most, if not all, of the state schools do.
Perhaps before griping about inferior learning, expensive classes, unpleasant
atmosphere, and all the other complaints I hear every day, students should look
at the other side of the situation. They may find themselves better off where
they are.
Anonymous, Naperville

Trash cans are for trash
To the Editor:
Extremely annoyed as I was
by the gum leeching on the
heel of my shoe, I took notice
of the clutter leaning against
the walls in the hallways of
CD.
People apparently do not
notice the string of trash cans
decorating the halls. In every
hall I walked, cigarette butts,
wrappers and cups were stray¬
ed about on the floor.
College students are at the
age when they should begin
respecting their environment.
A good start may be disposing

of unwanted material in a
proper receptacle. This college
is a public place and no one
should have to walk through
Utter when ashtrays are avail¬
able for cigarette butts and
. receptacles for trash. Everyone
should have enough respect for
others and be responsible
enough to dispose of trash
properly.
Taking a few extra steps to
the trash can is really worth
the effort.
Karen Schultz, LaGrange
Park

How are astronomers able to cope?
By D. RANDALL OLSON
“In the time it takes to read this sentence, the Earth will ghde 200 miles in its
orbit around the Sun, the Sun 3,000 miles in its orbit around the center of our
galaxy, and 350,000 miles of additional space will have opened up between our
galaxy and those of the Hydra cluster as the Universe goes on expanding.”
Timothy Ferris’ thought-provoking introduction to his book on the history of
modern astronomy, “The Red Limit,” hints at the almost infinitely minute place
we, the inhabitants of planet Earth, actuaUy occupy in the grand cosmological
drama.
As Ferris’ book reveals, to the world’s reclusive, tireless astronomers who peer
inquisitively and longingly into the wondrous celestial heavens from their isolated
mountaintop observatories day after day, year upon year, the narrow parameters
of mediocre, everyday thinking constitute mental chaff which must be weeded out,
bound and burned before this harvest of ideas will yield to their strugghng,
searching minds scientific conceptions worthy enough to explain the why of an
ever-expanding physical universe.
HUMANKIND IS SO hopelessly introverted. For the greater part of the race,
nearly everything seen, experienced and known — consciousness itself — has to do
solely with the particular set of physical conditions and circumstances
characteristic of Earth. But the truth is, this constricting, spinning orb — so
overwhelmingly large to our paltry sense of reality — is in the cosmic seascape as a
spec of dust engulfed by the immensity of a stellar ocean whose shores have never
been sighted, whose depths have yet to be plumbed.
Of all Earth’s luminaries, astronomers are perhaps the most patient. How, one
may ask, can individuals who have learned to think in terms of light-year distances
and milennia time-frames, who count galaxies in billions and suns without number,
who realize that perhaps millions of life-supporting planets exist within this galaxy
alone — how can such thinkers possibly have the slightest tolerance for the
silly-seeming politicalmen who quibble and bicker, fight and war over worldly
matters as insignificant as, say, a few grains of sand and piles of rock near an
ancient city called Jerusalem, or a group of desolate, forsaken islands off the coast
of Argentina?
What do those who realize the tremendous exertion which will be necessary to
reach even the nearest star think of all humankind’s wasted efforts to claim lands
and oppress peoples by force of arms and to build mighty earthly empires by war
and conquest? Such lonely gazers can only lament that if all these Herculean
efforts had been channeled instead into searching out ard exploring the
unbelievably vast dimensions of the Cosmos, humankind might by this time have
penetrated far into the night sky and found cosmic sands and rocks and islands too
many in number to chart.

AND YET, IF astronomers are patient and lonely, they are surely also hopeful.
For it is they, perhaps better than any of us, who comprehend most vividly the
fantastic exploratory adventure that awaits our irrepressible pioneering spirit. It is
they who are spending their lifetimes charting the stars and galaxies in
anticipation of the day when space-travelers will need celestial guidelines for their
journeys. And it is they who have the privilege of perceiving the resultant
possibility of a new universal consciousness which awaits humankind’s discovery.
We are, if one may be so bold as to say, on the brink of a new era — the age of
the Universe. The first infant steps required to enter this new era have been taken
— we have sent men into space, we have landed on our Moon, we have probed our
Solar System.
But these are only feeble, faltering steps in comparison with the giant leaps
which humankind must take before interstellar travel becomes a reality, and the
implications of this new age are more fully realized.
AND WHAT MIGHT some of these implications be?
As the race breaks the fetters of Earth-bound existrence and begins to launch
forth into the great void, discovering and exploring and colonizing the heavens,
will humankind ever again find it necessary to war over Earth’s lands with
countless worlds within his grasp? Will nationalistic pettiness, the cause of so much
of humanity’s suffering through the ages, at least be swallowed up in cosmic
immensity?
Will humankind ever again unquestioningly accept Earth-life as the basis of all
his thought processes - its measure of days the measure of his (what is a“year”
without the spinning sphere?) its pool of resources the limits of his inventiveness,
its circumference the boundary of his possibilities?
And what will be the impact on human thought if other intelligent life forms are
engaged — which, according to even the most pessimistic calculations, is a distinct
possibility?
What effect might the encountering of an alien culture have on Earth-based
theories of creation and science, of history and law, and especially of religion (are
aliens to be held accountable for the sins of Adam?)
WE ARE LIVING in an exciting epoch in human history. We are on the verge
°u
°Pen
door to the Age of the Universe, and increasing exponentially
the possibilities for human understanding and achievement. It has taken centuries
for humankind to realize such a door to the Cosmos even existed. And now that we
know it does exist, the degree to which it can be further flung wide depends upon
whether the race can put off the mediocrity, pettiness and ignorance which have
prevented its appearing until this moment, thus to gain instead far more expansive
views of all things than can scarcely yet be imagined.
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Central American policy blasted
By CHRIS J. AIELLO
The Reagan administration was
blasted for its activities in Central
America in an April 13 talk by Lucia
Sutton, a CD English and humanities
instructor.
Sutton, who recently spent 10 days in
Nicaragua and Honduras as a member
of a United Church of Christ study
group, said, “The U.S. government is
committing an unjust and immoral act
by paying $500 a month to each
Nicaraguan rebel to destroy a govern¬
ment that enjoys the popular support of
over 70 percent of the population.”
THE UNITED STATES, according
to Sutton, aided Nicaragua until 1979,
when the Sandinistas overthrew the
military dictatorship of Somoza.
“Since that time,’’ Sutton said,
“malnutrition and illiteracy in Nicara¬
gua have dropped almost 50 percent,
health care has improved dramatically,
unemployment has been reversed and
much-needed land reforms have been
initiated.”
The people of Nicaragua are ardent
nationalists in a country that requires
drastic measures, according to Sutton.
TERRY ALLEN, A noted histori¬
an and CD history teacher, said the
Sandinistas are following a precedent
set by the United States.
In 1914, Allen said, the United States
under Roosevelt controlled Columbia’s
international trade, so the country
could pay off its European loans.
It worked then, and it’s working now,
he indicated.

“Nicaragua is the only Central
American government repaying loans
made from American banks,” Sutton
exclaimed. “The Sandinistas may be
totalitarian but it’s necessary at this
point.
“IT ISN’T NATURAL for Nicaragua
to be part of the Soviet bloc,” Sutton
said. “Their heritage parallels that of
the United States. They want to be our
friends and they want us to help. Many
of the lecturers said they felt that the
United States is pushing the country
into the arms of the Soviets.”
Although Sutton supports the Sandinista government, she maintains that
they have made mistakes.
“Flagrant human rights violations
persist, especially in the case of the
Mosquito Indians,” said Sutton, a
virtually sovereign tribe resisting the
Sandinistas, “but death squads are
non-existent. They’re improving condi¬
tions.”
MANY UNITED STATES multi¬
nationals are in Nicaragua, and most of
the businesses there are privately
owned, according to Sutton.
“I can’t understand why the United
States is disrupting a beneficial,
popular and idealistic cause,” she said,
adding that, “we are, very simply,
destroying their economy.”
Nicaragua’s neighbor, Honduras,
according to Sutton, is totally support¬
ed by the United States, yet it remains
the second poorest country in the
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LUCIA SUTTON, ENGLISH humanities instructor, examines U.S. activities
in Central America during talk year April 13.
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Developing potential:

Follow 'passionate path' to satisfaction
By JIM GODSHALK
“I want an occupation where I can make a lot of money,” is increasingly what
young students say when seeking career counseling.
A recent survey conducted by the University of California and the American
Council of Education leads one to believe that this is more than a local
phenomenon. In the poll of more than 250,000 freshmen in 489 colleges, nearly 70
percent of the students said “being well off” was “very important.” Ten years ago,
only 50 percent of freshman surveyed felt that way. The author of the current
study suggested that making money has become a philosophy of life these days.
MY EXPERIENCE IN counseling recent high school graduates tells me that
money is not their exclusive concern — they’d like to express their talents,
contribute to society, and be happy with their work — but for most, these reasons
are given a very low priority.
I see a very interesting paradox here, which I share with my counselees through
a role-playing situation. I tell the student to be the employer and I behave like a
job applicant who has all the credentials but no great personal excitement for the
work. Then I behave like an applicant with the same credentials but with obvious
passion for this kind of employment. Then I ask the counselee which person he
would hire or promote. He never hesitates to choose the second applicant.
What I hope students discover is that money,
status and recognition are most likely achieved
when intrinsic rewards — such as feelings of
satisfaction, excitement, challenge and accom¬
plishment — are present.
JACK GIBB, A recognized educator of
human development, has studied people who are
truly excited by their work. He uses the term
“passionate path” to describe their physical,
intellectual, emotional and spiritual condition.
In comparing individuals on the “passionate
path” to people who admit they aren’t excited
by their work, Gibb found the former to possess more energy, physical and mental
wellness, productivity, self worth, creativity, perspective, courage, organic wisdom,
strength in crisis, freedom from guilt and defensiveness, and superior ability to
focus their energies. He said that when people are on their “passionate path,” their
supervisors are wise to get out of their way. They don’t have to be motivated.
I suggest to my counselees to follow what Gibb did in a workshop I attended.
His intent was to get us to project the unconscious image we all have of our
“passionate path.” One of the exercises was to write a paper telling “What I am
here on Earth for!”
ANOTHER GOOD PROJECTION exercise is to dream of the best of all
possible worlds. If we let ourselves fantasize about aspects of the future, such as
health services, recreation, business, transportation, telecommunications, family
life and architecture, sooner or later we will begin to see ourselves doing something
in this best of all possible worlds. What we imagine ourselves doing will likely give
us powerful clues to our passionate path.
Interest inventories work in a similar fashion. One is asked to react
spontaneously to many different kinds of items. In effect the person is creating a
picture of his unconsious preferred lifestyle or “passionate path.” Scoring the
answer sheet involves comparing one’s answers to the responses of happy and
successful people in a wide range of occupations. If the patterns are similar, it’s
likely that the person taking the interest inventory is also on the “passionate
path.”
I also see many men and women in their 30s, 40s and 50s who want to make

Central America. . .
Continued from page 8
western hemisphere.
“IT’S BEEN A constitutional demo¬
cracy for three years,” Sutton noted,
“but the civil government is weak, and
generally follows or reacts to the whims
of a very powerful military.”
The consequences of this type of
governing, Sutton believes, are a
five-month recession and an “enormous
national debt.”
About 60 percent of Hondurans are
unemployed or underemployed, working
only occasionally, according to Sutton.
“THE PEOPLE OF Honduras are
living in thatch huts, cooking in
concrete stoves heated by smoldering
twigs. After washing their clothes by
hand, they dry them by hanging them
on a make-shift clothes-line made up of
bamboo-like sticks tied together with
vines,” Sutton said.
The cities are low with nothing that
even resembles a skyscraper, according
to Sutton. Onp main street had two
lanes that were used by everything
from strolling produce carts to 18-wheel
trucks.
“Wealth in Honduras is concentrated
in a very few hands,” Sutton explained.

“The grants and loans made by the
United States are merely paying off
previous loans from this country. The
loans never even make it out of the
United States.”
HONDURANS, ACCORDING TO
Sutton, are overwhelmed by the U.S.
military presence.
“They fear a Communist revolution
will occur unless something is done
about the status quo they’ve been
under for the past half century,” she
said.
Sutton believes that although the
country is 85 percent Catholic, a
revolution is likely.
“BETWEEN REVOLUTION AND
Christianity there is no conflict,” she
said. But she hopes a war will be
avoided.
A plan proposed by Mexico, Colum¬
bia, Venezuela and Panama, known as
the Contadora, according to Sutton, “is
the only sound economic and governing
option for the area, but our government
isn’t supporting the plan.
“It’s the only hope for a democratic
.Central America, and our government
is supporting it like they’re supporting
nuclear weapons control,” Sutton said.

mid-life career changes. Some have been pushed out, passed over or fired from their
jobs. Others are just bored or too frustrated by their work. Quite a few admit they
did not follow their excitement in the first place, just sought extrinsic rewards.
Many, though, were probably on their “passionate path” to begin with but failed
to follow changes in their excitement as they grew personally or as conditions
changed around them. I see that as one of the hazards in valuing extrinsic rewards
too highly. They may tend to intimidate us and inhibit us from following our
excitement.
I FEEL SAD when people tell me of their physical, mental and emotional
illnesses, obviously brought on by stress of staying in a job that no longer is
satisfying. Their excuse is usually a family, house and expensive hobbies to
support.
Some people come to me simply wanting to know where the job openings are
without any expectations of work satisfaction. This is a tragic waste of human
potential. Unfortunately, their parents probably never expected work satisfaction
to be a realistic goal. That may have been true for many 20 or 30 years ago but not
now with so much access to education and the diversity of interesting occupations.
I’ve seen considerably more mid-life career changers who seem to be bored with
affluence, tired of working for a high salary just so they can consume. They are
seeking career changes which will provide more opportunity for personal growth
and perhaps inventive ways of living.

Loan fee slashed
The Illinois State Scholarship Com¬
mission has voted to reduce the
“insurance” fee from 1 to .5 percent on
student loans which begin after July 1.
The student loan insurance premium
fee is a percentage of the loan face value
per annum for the in-school period plus
six months. The fee is subtracted from
the face value of the loan prior to
disbursement.
Under the current 1 percent fee, the

cost on a $2,500 loan is $112.50 for a
freshman and $37.50 for a senior at the
same school.
Under the new .5 percent fee, the
costs on a $2,500 loan will be $66 for a
freshman, $18 for a senior.
Illinois was one of the last states to
implement a student loan fee to replace
funding previously supplied by the
federal government. The fee is used to
support a reserve fund to cover loan
guarantees.

LEWIS UNIVERSITY
OPEN HOUSE
Sunday, April 29,
1 to 4 p.m.

* 38 undergraduate majors, four graduate programs. '
* 11 inter-collegiate sports teams
* On-campus housing for over 750 students.

Lewis is a fully accredited, co-educational institution
of 2,800 students under the direction of the Christian
Brothers. Come see what we have to offer! Lewis is
located 30 miles southwest of Chicago and 5 miles
north of Joliet in suburban Romeoville.

LEWIS UNIVERSITY
Route 53, Romeoville
IL 60441,242-0015
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COMPLETE YOUR
EDUCATION WITH US

MASTERS OF METAL
Heavy Metal s Best

Featuring VAN HALEN. RAINBOW BLACK SABBATH. KROKUS
RUSH IRON MAIDEN. TRIUMPH DOKKEN. KISS ZEBRA

featuring several of Heavy Metal's
best: Black Sabbath, Dokken, Iron
Malden, Kiss, Krokus, Rainbow,
Rush, Triumph, Van HaJen, Zebra

Record Bar

RECORDS, TAPES & A LITTLE BIT MORE
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STRATFORD SQUARE MALL
PARAMOUNTTALL CLUB OF CHICAGO
2ND ANNUAL SPRING DANCE
at “The Atlantic” 7115 W. Grand Ave., Chicago from
7:30 p.m. to 2:00 a.m.
Cost: Members — $5, Non-Members — $6.
Plus Cash Bar — Both a BAND & DJ will provide
music for the evening. Friday, May 4th, 1984.
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Community College Scholarships available
Credits easily transferable
Strong placement possibilities,
Numerous internship opportunities
Twenty undergraduate majors including:
Business, Computer Science, Journalism,
Education, Social Work, Therapeutic &
Commercial Recreation, Biology, Medical
Technology, Nuclear Medicine Technology

(815) 740-3400

» COLLEGE OF
WST. FRANCIS
500 Wilcox St., Joliet, Ill. 60435

Applications are being
accepted for the position of Editor
and Assistant Editor of the Prairie
Light Review for the 1984-85 school year.
Anyone interested in learning
about the production of a humanities
magazine please apply.
Tuition rebate for both positions
Applications are available in the Humanities
office A3098.
Submissions may be dropped off in the PLR
box, Rm. A3098. Deadline date is May 14th.
For further info contact Allan Carter, ext. 2124.
The Phi Theta Kappa induction cere¬
mony will take place on Wednesday,

May 2 at 7:30 p.m. in the Cafeteria,
SRC Building.
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Summer Sessions at
The University of Illinois at Chicago
Make the best use of those long
graduate and undergraduate
bright days of summer. Enroll in
levels. And the curriculum is
Chicago’s only comprehensive
enriched by excellent library and
public university—The University
computer facilities. Accessibility
of Illinois at Chicago. Academic
is easy and inexpensive via public
and private transportation. To
standards are outstandingly
high—with 16 academic colleges
brighten your summer, call today
for further information—
and professional schools, many
faculty members have nationwide
(312) 996-3943—or write:
Summer Session, Office of
reputations. The cost is remark¬
ably low—full-time students pay
School and College Relations,
as little as $451 for
The University of Illinois
summer tuition and
THE
at Chicago, Box 4348,
UNIVERSITY
fees. The spectrum of
Chicago, IL 60680.
Of
Classes begin on
course offerings is
ILLINOIS
June 25th.
extensive at both the
AT
CHICAGO
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Luck brought him to ‘best of all worlds 9
By GERI MILLS
Allan Bergeson, a member of the SRC staff and recently chosen as chair-elect of
the faculty senate, considers himself a lucky man to be associated with CD’s
library.
Why?

IT SEEMS APPROPRIATE that a self-defined bookish person should be
married to a writer.
Mrs. Bergeson, who formerly sang with the Lyric Opera and the New York City
Opera, writes theater reviews for the Wheaton Daily Journal.

“I HAVE A career, not a job. I look forward to coming to work each day,”
Bergeson said.
He describes his position in CD’s library as one he “enjoys immensely” and says
that working in a community college is the “best of all worlds.”
Bergeson feels luck helped lead to the discovery of a part-time opening on the
SRC staff in 1973 when his wife called the college and was accidentally connected
with the library.
OF COURSE, LUCK wasn’t the only factor involved in winning the position; he
came well-qualified for the job.
<
At the time, Bergeson was the director of libraries for the community of
Woodstock. While he enjoyed being around books, he missed working with
students. The position at CD gave him the opportunity to do both.
Bergeson is the only member of CD’s library staff who does not hold a library
degree; he has a master’s in educational media.
“I HAVE A friend who says he'd rather be lucky than smart,” Bergeson said. “I
don’t want to discredit intelligence; it’s important, but when all other factors are
equal, luck does seem to play a part in life.
“Of course people can make their own luck,” Bergeson contends.
Those who are constantly down on their luck and seem to suffer one unfortunate
incident after another frequently bring their problems on themselves, he continued.
SITTING AT HIS desk, Bergeson was hailed by a passing associate who called
out “hello Der Fuhrer!” This greeting, met with a laugh by Bergeson, was in
response to his new title as faculty senate chairman-elect,
CD has no teacher union, Bergeson explained. The senate represents the faculty
and will be establishing a new contract under a recently passed collective
bargaining law.
“The nice thing about winning the election,” Bergeson revealed, “is that I was
recognized as a faculty member.”
EACH YEAR WHEN he fills out his income tax returns, Bergeson deliberates
over whether to list his profession as teacher or librarian.
He considers himself a teacher in a library setting.
“This is a wonderful place to work, a fun place. The most fun is working with the
students, "Jlergeson acknowledged.
His professional career began in 1969 at Proviso East High School in Maywood
where he taught the slower learners.
"My job at Proviso was more stressful than the year I spent in Vietnam,”
Bergeson confided.
THE STUDENT POPULATION at Proviso East was half black and half white,
and racial problems occurred in the school, reflecting what was going on in society
at that time.
Nonetheless “I enjoyed those four years, but I hated grading papers,” Bergeson
admitted.
i
The only problem in the SRC is supervising the facility, Bergeson stated. The
staff of nine was moved into the new library, four times the size of the previous
SRC, with no additional members.
THE: SRC IS not used solely by CD students. Community members and high
schoo; students use it, also.
Bergeson noted that the study rooms are now kept locked because some of the
high school students had been chewing tobacco in the rooms and spitting on the
carpet.
“People are confused about what a community college library is; our primary
goal is to help CD students,” he explained.
EACH SRC STAFF member is on reference duty for two hours a day.
Bergeson’s hours at the reference desk are from 10:30 a.m. to 12:45 p.m.
The SRC staff also has the task of ordering new books. Each member is
responsible for reading reviews of certain categories of books; Bergeson s are
American and English literature and the social sciences.
“The majority of book selections come from faculty suggestions,” Bergeson
remarked. “CD has a wonderful faculty that shows a big interest in the library.”
He added that student’s suggestions are also acted upon when ordering new books.
WHAT ARE BERGESON’S outside interests?
“I enjoy biking and reading,” .he said. “I was a bookish kid. ’
Bergeson also spends a lot of time at the Wheaton Library
a busman s
holiday of sorts.
“I ALWAYS HAVE overdue books,” he confided.
Bergeson enjoys a wide range of reading material. He loves childrens literature,
but most of his reading is confined to non-fiction books.
'"“The best fiction being written today is in children’s books,” according to
Bergeson. “Some children's authors are going into realism. I’m not sure young
kids are ready for that. I think it’s important that children’s books be interesting
with all the television they’re exposed to.”
One very popular author with CD students is Stephen King.
“I could probably take you to the computer and show you that they re all
checked out right now,” he said.
SOME BOOKS WILL always be popular, Bergeson remarked. He was surprised
when his Proviso students diligently read Hawthorne’s “Scarlet Letter.” “It’s not
an easy book to read. . . they wanted to find out who had gotten Hester pregnant.
The classics are still around because they are classic, he added. Children
continue to read “Tom Sawyer” and “Huckleberry Finn.
Bergeson, who lives in Wheaton with his wife, Sandy, and two daughters, Katie,
5, and Kristy, 10, proudly announced that his wife’s first book was published
recently.
The book, titled the “I Hate to Diet Dictionary,” is written along a humorous
line.

ALLAN BERGESON, MEMBER of SRC staff and recently chosen chairelect of faculty senate, found out about job opening here in 1973 when
his wife Sandy called college and was accidentally connected with library.

PART TIME
SALESPEOPLE
WE’VE GOT
THE OFFER
PEOPLE JUST
CAN’T REFUSE!
Immediate opportunities for part time sales¬
people to go door to door to residences in their
area with our special promotional offer that’s too
good to pass up!
The positions are 3 nights per week plus
Saturday and offer outstanding compensation
that includes commission 4- generous
performance bonuses. It all adds up to the perfect
part time career.

APPLY BY CALLING:
MIKE SNYDER
383-9110, Ext. 217

IKABUIUSiaX
Equal Opportunity Employer M/F
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About the
same
percentage of
America’s high school grads went on to
some sort of college education in 1980,
but for the first time more women than
men continued their educations.
Moreover, a student’s race, socio-ec¬
onomic background and geographic
location seem to play a role in deciding
if the student will enter college after
high school, and if the student goes to a
two-year or four-year school, the
National Center for Education Statis¬
tics reported in a new survey.
More than half the nation’s high
school seniors of 1980 went straight to
college, NCES' annual “High School
and Beyond” survey found.
THE ENROLLMENT RATE was
not unexpected.
“The overall percentage has been
fairly constant in recent years,” said
Tom Snyder, NCES' education program
specialist.
“Through most of the seventies, the
rate has hovered around 50 percent,
except for during the Vietnam era when
it was up somewhat,” Snyder said.
Even more 1980 high school grads
continued their educations in the three
years since they were graduated, the
report indicated.
Besides the initial 54 percent who
immediately enrolled in post-secondary
schools, an additional 14 percent
attended some form of post-secondary
institution in the three years after their
graduations.
THE HIGH SCHOOL class of 1980
also marked the first time since World

__

pointed out.
Taylor argued that the board does
“not have the right or the qualifica¬
tions” to determine that one construc¬
tion company can handle the job better
than another. The board must award
the contract to the lowest bidder, he
said, because a pre-qualification test
that contractors must pass before being
allowed to bid “proves the contractor is
responsible.”
Jerome Robbins, CD’s attorney, said
that pre-qualification is used only to
keep companies “obviously unqualified
to do the job” out of the bidding, and
does not mean that a bidder is
responsible.
TAYLOR DISAGREED, CITING
an in-depth questionnaire used to
determine pre-qualification to support

•

•

his contention that “being qualified is
synonymous with being responsible.”
Klein met the pre-qualification test
and was allowed to bid on Feb. 14.
Judge Teschner ruled that the board
has a right to determine who the lowest
responsible bidder is but that the
trustees did not afford Klein Construc¬
tion due process of law because they
failed to allow the firm an opportunity
to rebut the findings of Wight and Co.
The total estimated cost of the arts
center is $14,843,107. Klein submitted a
bid of $8,050,100 for general contractor
services. Wil-Freds bid $8,287,100.
Plumbing, heating, theatrical rigging
and other work made up the differences.
Trustees Kay Storm, Diane Landry,
Mark Pfefferman and Beckie Taylor
were subpoenad April 18 to appear in
court April 19.

Courier Classifieds
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FREE
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Call 351-0391 eve
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gardens

Call

3&5034. .
73 VW But. 1 owner,
$1500.00 963-9119.

good

condition.

UVE-JN STUDENT: Female. Room and den
with kitchen privilege. Rent negotiable Call
469-1842.
1976 O'DAY 19' Mariner sailboat. EZ loader
trailer, many extras. Offers 964-6831.
ApPLE sitentype printer with interface card
and 7 rolls thermal paper. $175.00 Phone
668-1932

pART TIME mornings to mid-afternoon work
available f0r house cleaning service. Car a
must, raises and bonuses on merit. Start
^Xf ^fnimum wage. 960-227D.

College Attendance After High School
Percent of 1980 high school seniors enrolled in college, by student characteristics: United States, fall 1980
All Students

Women
American Indian
Asian American

Black
Hispanic
White
High ability
Medium ability
Low ability1
High SES2
Medium SES7
Low SES2

10%

20%

mic grads.
Geography also played an important
role in choosing between two-year and
four-year schools, the study said.
IN THE NORTHEAST, 36 percent
of the students went to four-year
colleges, while 14 percent chose
two-year schools. Students in most
other regions picked four-year and

Reasonable

Rates

Call

EXPERIENCED TUTOR can help you learn
French. Thad 382-5207.
TERM PAPERS typed On IBM display writer
by experienced typist $1 per page: 25 cents
per page for 2nd copy. Call Nancy after 5 pm
weekdays at 969-2888.

60%

70%

80%

90%

High School and

two-year institutions in the same
percentages, except in the West. There,
28 percent of the students went to
two-year schools and only 22 percent to
four-year campuses.
The discrepency reflects “a different
pattern of state emphasis on two-year
colleges in the West, particularly in
California,” Snyder said.

— You could be a Corporal 13 months after reporting for duty at
a location of your choice, doing a job you select, and be eligible
for a bonus if you qualify.
— For more information on Marine Corps opportunities, call
Sergeant Ruark at 740-2065/800-223-USMC or visit him at 101 N.
Joliet St. in Joliet.
For qualified individuals who can successfully complete the
Marine Corps program:

ENLISTMENT BONUS
Paid upon successful completion of occupational skills in
selected fields.

HIGHER STARTING SALARY
Start out drawing the salary of a Private First Class. Over
$500per month plus benefits.

FASTER PROMOTIONS
Start as a Private First Class.
Promotion, to Lance Corporal when you report to your first
duty station after Boot Camp. Promotion to Corporal 13
months from date of entry to active duty.
Bonus paid upon successful completion of skills trainina

EDUCATION BENEFITS

—

50%

| Two-year college

COMMUNITY COLLEGE STUDENTS

TUITION ASSISTANCE AVAILABLE National Computerized Company will match you
with the money you need. For more in¬
formation write: Tuition Research Services
PO Box 7187, Streamwood, IL 60103 or call
843-2732

TYPING
668-2957

40%

SOURCE: U S Department of Education, National Center for Education Statistics, survey of
Beyond. First Follow-up

GUARANTEED SKILLS

SUNNY TERRACE LAWN CARE service
residential, commercial lawn mowing service at reasonable rates. Free Estimates
occasional calls accepted — no lawn too
smalt. 932-7124.
...

30%

Four-year college

NOW IS THE TIME to lose that extra weight
— Herbalife will help you. This is also an
excellent opportunity to earn that money
you need tor college next year. Please call
Tim at 896-5354.

ROTOTILLING. Free estimates 932-7124
PART TIME help needed, 15-16 hrs. per
week. Must have transportation. To help
Out In Glen Ellyn home in Butterfield West
54 Per hr. with tight cleaning and babyvtting Please call evenings 790-3383.

in college
enrollment
o

War II that more women than men
went on to college.
By fall, 1980, 33 percent of the
women had enrolled in four-year colleges
and 19 percent went to two-year
schools. Men’s attendance rates were 30
percent and 19 percent, respectively.
Asian Americans had the highest
college attendance rate of all racial and
ethnic groups, the study pointed out.
Seventy-four percent of all AsianAmerican high school grads went on to
attend some form of college, compared
to 51 percent for whites, 44 percent for
blacks, 33 percent for Hispanics, and 34
percent for American Indians.
Of the students who scored high in(
academic ability tests in high school,
nearly 80 percent went directly to
college.
SIXTY-FOUR PERCENT attended
four-year colleges in fall, 1980. Only 15
percent went to two-year colleges.
Among “average” students, 51
percent went on to college. Just over 21
percent of the “low ability” students
opted for some form of post-secondary
education.
While race and academic ability
played important roles in determining if
students pursued a college education,
socio-economic factors appear to have
played a major role in determining what
kinds of schools they chose.
Fifty-five percent of the students
from high socio-economic families went
to four-year colleges, compared to 30
percent of the middle-income students
and 17 percent of the low socio-econo-

Arts center.

f Continued from page 1
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Many occupational fields to choose from.
Interesting job specialities.
Training guaranteed before you enlist.
VEAP Eligibility: $8,100for $2,700investment.
In-service education programs.
Continue learning while you earn.
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'Swing Shift’ steps back in time
By SCOTT TOMKOWIAK
The last great era of American
patriotism occurred during the gruel¬
ling years of World War II. Why such
boundless feelings of nationalism
erupted over 40 years ago is easy to
recognize — the United States had two
clear-cut enemies across its shores.
AS THE AGES pass, our recollec¬
tions of trying times sweeten. No
doubt, people who lived through the
early 1940’s in America
experience
personal nostalgia, recalling vivid
memories of their own private world.
The movie “Swing Shift” is a kind of
greeting card sent to stir fond memories
of an unforgettable time in history.
“Swing Shift” concerns some very
special performances from all its cast
members, including Goldie Hawn, who
in this picture is a heroine with a
capital H. Hawn’s Kay Walsh character
is decidedly naive and simple; a picture
of loyalty. She is a homemaker and wife
of a common factory worker living in a

middle-class section of Southern Cali¬
fornia.
After the Pearl Harbor attack,
husband Jack (Ed Harris) enlists for
duty in the Navy, causing fears of
loneliness for Kay. She feels inadequate
without him, being unable to fulfill her
duties as a typical American housewife.
THE FILM FEATURES the tradi¬
tional farewell group scene before
Harris boards his bus to the naval base.
Although these moments are bathed in
Schmaltz, we are not insulted, consider¬
ing the movie’s overall style.
Soon after her husband’s departure,
Kay begins to mull over her immediate
future. In a movie theater, she sees a
short propaganda film that urges
women to take over factory jobs
vacated by volunteer servicemen.
Seeking a sense of purpose, Kay applies
for work at the MacBride Aircraft
Corp., a company now geared to
manufacture fighter bombers.

Here Kay encounters her first
experiences in the work world. She and
other new female employes are educated
about the normally male work domain.
Chauvinism on the part of foremen at
the factory is most prominent.
Once on the job, Kay’s moral
judgment is challenged by co-worker
Lucky Lockhart (Kurt Russell), a 4-F
and part-time jazz trumpeter. He
consistently asks Kay out after work
for drinks and to hear him play.
FOR A WHILE, her answers to all of
Lucky’s propositions are “no,” as she
tries to remain faithful to her husband
abroad. But as time passes, Kay’s inner
self changes. She realizes her immediate
needs are more important than a
far-distant relationship. The vacuum
left by her husband’s absence is filled
almost quite conveniently by Lockhart.
“Swing Shift” handles its storyline
almost as if the film itself was made in
the 1940s. The film does not hit the

viewer over the head with scenes of
Hawn agonizing over a decision to have
an affair with Russell. The movie treats
the subject in the context of 1940s
lifestyle.
Ed Harris plays another All-Ameri¬
can male as Jack Walsh, the husband.
If he continues to grab roles such as
this one, and the part he had as John
Glenn in “The Right Stuff,” Harris
could become one of the best-liked
actors in Hollywood.
WHEN HARRIS’ CHARACTER
comes home briefly during a leave of
absence, he learns of his wife's
infidelity. It is hard for him to
understand such behavior. After all, he
is the one who has been fighting
overseas.
Two minor roles in this flick have
been given to Christine Lahti and Fred
Ward, another alumnus of “The Right
Stuff.” Lahti portrays former nightclub
singer Hazel Zanussi, who has an
on-again, off-again romance with dancehall operator Biscuits Toohey (Ward)
Unfortunately, the picture does not
devote enough time developing their
characters or relationship.
Some people might find “Swing
Shift’’ a bit too syrupy for their
moviegoing tastes. But the drama on
the screen reflects that of that of the
sweet innocence of a younger America
in uncertain times. This is a wonderful¬
ly light and entertaining motion
picture.
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BEAUTY SCHOOL CLINIC
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HAIR PROFESSIONALS
ACADEMY
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Downers Grove
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Winter sports squads —
season of mixed results
•By MIKE CONSIDINE
rn tT w
SeaSOn men’S basketba11 coach Don Klaas has had at
CD. It was the most difficult year swimming coach A1 Zamsky has had at DuPage
It was a learning experience for women’s basketball coach Camille Loudenbeck
miXed results- The men’s basketball squad
won unexpected N4C and Section IV titles. The women’s swimming team won its
sixth consecutive Region IV championship and placed eighth in the NJCAA The
men s swimmers were third in the region and 15th nationally. Loudenbeck’s first
team at CD finished with a 8-21 record and in sixth place in the N4C standings
Picked as a darkhorse candidate for the N4C title in a preseason poll of league
coaches, the mens basketball team became the winter’s success story When
scoring rebounding and assists leader Ernest Bosby became academically
meligMe for the winter quarter, it appeared that Klaas’ team had little chance to
challenge for the league title. At that time, 6-3 forward-center Wilber Roundtree
became eligible and filled Bosby’s role.
won ,™fara t!rf1iSp8P0^8otea,nS had

ROUNDTREE AVERAGED 20.2 points and 10.5 rebounds per game to earn
conference MVP and second-team all-Region IV honors.
Guard Jeff Carter (15.6 ppg) was a second team all-N4C selection. The freshman
from Milwaukee led the team in steals and contributed 4.3 rebounds and 3 1
assists.
The 12-2 conference champions had three honorable mention choices. Point
guard Zeke Sledd, who led the team with an average of nearly four assists per
game; forward Rob Kroehnke, a 58 percent shooter who led the team in taking
charges defensively and sixth man Ray Nutter, and 80 percent foul shooter with a
10.9 scoring average, earned recognition.
CD LOST TO eventual Region IV champion Malcolm X College March 11 in the
regional semifinals to finish the season with a 24-8 mark. Free throw shooting, or
the lack of it, sank the Chaps. The team made just 18 of 40 attempts, far below its
74 percent season average.
Klaas didn’t let the loss dim his outlook on the season. “We went beyond our
expectations, the Region IV coach of the year said. “I’ve never had a team that
nas improved so much from the beginning of the year. That’s the first thing I’ll
think of when I remember this team years from now. The second thing is that
these kids played their roles very well.
“Its a credit to our bench, too,” Klaas continued. “Guys like Dave Goettsch,
Ron Nordman, Sean Heard and Barry Skolak did a nice job.”
THE MEN’S AND women’s swimming teams continued their success at the
state and national levels. The women continued an unbeaten streak at the Region
IV meet and recorded a strong eighth place finish at the NJCAA meet. The men
didn’t finish in their customary spot (first or second place) at the regional meet
but placed 15th in the nation.
It was a year of team rather than individual achievements for both squads.
We are fortunate to have four really good swimmers, but we didn’t have that
number one swimmer,” Zamsky explained. “The key was that all three of our
men’s and women’s relays were able to place. Our strength was in our relays ”
THE WOMEN’S 800-METER freestyle relay team are likely to earn
all-Amencan honors. Nancy Bos, Jennifer Krupke, Patrice Zietlow and Julie Spotts
took eighth place at the NJCAA meet in 8:47.82. Krupke, Zietlow, Spotts and Lisa
Hausknecht took eighth in the 400-yard freestyle relay in 4:01.55. The same four
swimmers placed eighth in the 400-yard medley relay with a time of 4:43.39.
Krupke was the top individual for the women. The sophomore from Lake Park
High School won the consolation heats in the 100- and 200-yard backstroke and
finished 11th in the 400-yard individual medley (5:19.84). Dawn Leonard placed
11th in the 200-yard butterfly (2:41.67) and 13th in the 400-yard individual medley.
Zietlow, the co-MVP in Region IV, was 10th in the 200-yard individual medley.
Ed Von Holst, Gary Urban, Rob Flatter and Kurt Siebert swam on all three
men’s relay teams. The group finished 10th in the 800-yard freestyle (7:39.99) and
11th in the 400-yard medley (3:58.86) and 400-yard freestyle (3:24.2) relays.

KAREN ANDREW (30), 6-2 center, was second-leading rebounder for
women’s basketball squad, while Dottie O’Malley (25), 5-7 forward, finished

WILBER ROUNDTREE, 6-3 forward-center, helped Chaps basketball team
become winter success story. He averaged 20.2 points and 10 5 rebounds
per contest.
VON HOLST, THE school record holder in the event, placed 12th in the
400-yard individual medley in 4:29.47.
We have a good crop of freshmen, said Zamsky, the Region IV women’s coach
ot the year "so we’re really feeling pretty good about next year. If the men and
women make the commitment to come back to DuPage. we should have an
outstanding group of sophomores.”
Another coach who feels optimistic about next year is Loudenbeck. With verbal
commitments from six high school seniors and three key players from this year’s
team apparently in the fold, the prospects for women’s basketball at CD mav be
improving.
J
“ITS BETTER THAN the last few years,” Loudenbeck said of her team's
less-than-encouraging 8-21 mark. “With only eight girls on the team. I think they
rn,at tKi Cnd' TheJteam won five of ei&ht
m one mid-season
Point
ard"'Jen^M^6 UWe
nUmber °f
Previous year.
gard Jenm Melody was the team’s leading scorer with a 16.9 ppg.
average. She was a second team all-N4C selection. Julie Brown, the second-leading
scorer at 11.5 and forward Tami Stein, who averaged 6.9 rebounds per game
earned honorable mention. All three are freshmen.

^

^

™S from the

fourth in that category. Women finished with 8-21 mark under coach
Camille Loudenbeck.
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SOPHOMORES DON ROBERTS (left) and Steve Often, along with fresh¬
man Raul Boada, are CD’s top singles players this year. Trio helped
DuPage capture Section IV tournament April 23 through 24. Squad also

boasts top performers in Don Bender, Mike Beckley and Ron Bowers.
Courier photos by Brian O’Mahoney.

,

Otten, Roberts Boada lead netmen
By MIKE CONSIDINE
“Some of their toughest matches are
challenge matches among themselves,”
DuPage men’s tennis coach Dave
Webster said of his top three singles
players.
Sophomores Steve Otten and Don
Roberts and freshman Raul Boada have
breezed through most of their matches
this season. Their only losses have
come at the hands of opponents from
four-year schools and teammates.
For the record, Boada and Otten
have split their two challenge matches.
Roberts defeated Otten in their only
encounter.
THEY’RE THREE REAL talented
players,” Webster commented. “I’d
give Roberts the edge, although none of
the three is capable of winning every
day against the other two. They really
get up for playing each other. They’ve
handled the competition and rivalry
very well.”
The fourth through sixth singles
players aren’t too shabby either. Don
Bender, Mike Beckley and Ron Bowers
were all seeded first at the Section IV
championships April 23 and 24.
“There is not much of a drop in
ability after the first three,” Webster
said. “On any given day, any one of our
second three could go three sets with
someone in the top three.”
THE CHAPPARALS DEMONstrated their depth at the Section
IV tournament. The team won all six
singles and all three doubles matches to
amass 27 points. Second-place Triton
scored 10.
Roberts defeated Truman’s Gonzalo
Salvador 6-0, 6-0 at first singles. Otten

The time has
come to take up
Arms
—

Hug Now
In preparation
for May

took the second singles title with a 6-4,
6-1 win over Preston Cafoules of
Wright. Boada trounced Triton’s Dave
Fulscher 6-1, 6-0. Bender beat Wright’s
Lou Mategrano by an identical score.
Beckley scored a 6-2, 6-1 victory over
Frank Vaccarello of Triton at fifth
singles. Bowers won the sixth singles
title over Soung Kim of Wright by the
same score.
Otten and Roberts remained undefeat¬
ed against junior college competition
with a 6-0, 6-1 win at first doubles over
Triton’s Fulscher and Francis Avenzado. Bender and Boada, also undefeat¬
ed against junior college players,
defeated Mategrano and Romel Nicandro of Wright 6-1, 6-0. The third
doubles team of sophomore Jim Duffin
and freshman Kris Fauske defeated
Triton's Joe Bulger and Tom Reilley
6-2, 6-2.
WEBSTER FEELS THE main
strength of his team lies in its doubles
play.
The heart of the team is its first
doubles pair. Otten and Roberts are
second in the state tournament as
freshmen. Their coach feels they are
much improved this season.
“We’re a lot more comfortable
playing together,” said Roberts, who
never played doubles in high school. He
was the Des Plaines Valley League
singles champion at Addison Trail.
WE RE GETTING ALONG a lot
better,” said Otten, who teamed with
former CD player Jay Broadbent to
finish second in the IHSA state
tournament at Lyons Township. Last
year, we were like two strangers.
“And we played like two strangers,”
Roberts added.
This year, Otten and Roberts are
more relaxed on the court. They are
likely to laugh off a mistake, rather
than allow the pressure of a crucial
match to overwhelm them. While they
may seem nonchalant on the court,
their attitude is quite different.
WE’VE NEVER HAD two leaders
like Don and Steve,” Webster said of
his co-captains. “A guy who may not
have been too willing to work hard will
because they do. They get along well off

the court and have a lot of respect for
each other on the court.”
Webster thinks he has a blue-collar
team. He said that his team may be
outplayed, but it won’t fold.
“They’re tremendously coachable,”
Webster said. “They’re making steady
progress because they’re willing to
work on their weaknesses. Most people
want to ignore them.”
LAST YEAR’£ TEAM won section¬
al, regional and state titles. The squad

finished llth in the NJCCA meet.
Expectations are higher this season.
“This might be the best team we’ve
taken down to nationals,” Webster
said. “Last year, we got a sense of what
its like. This year, we’re going down to
do the best we can.”
“The reason we’re the best in state,”
Roberts said, “is because we have the
best coach. He prepares things way in
advance and helps us out all the time.
Even when we’re playing.”

Apaches next for Chaps
With two out in the bottom of the
The CD baseball team travels to
seventh and a man on base, relief
Illinois Valley Friday for an N4C
doubleheader. Coach Steve Kranz’ pitcher Tim Connelly allowed a line
squad had a 13-9 overall record at drive to left field. John Haseman dove,
presstime and occupied third place in but missed the ball which rolled to the
wall for a Kishwaukee inside-the-park
the conference with a 4-2 mark.
home run. To make matters worse,
The Chaparrals have struggled
Haseman and his .500 batting average
recently. After winning six of seven
were
sidelined on the play.
games following its spring trip, the
THE CHAPARRALS BOUNCED
team dropped three of the next five.
DuPage tumbled 3-2 at home to back 7-6 in the second match behind
Morton College April 19. Squandering Mike Maziarka’s home run and two
an 11-run lead, the Chaps lost the front strong relief innings from Doorman.
end of an April 20 doubleheader to The freshman from Glenbard South
Kishwaukee 17-16, but rebounded to maintained his perfect (4-0) record by
striking out all six batters he faced.
win the nightcap 7-6.
Westmont's Terry Pachter hurled 4
THORNTON SPLIT AN N4C dou¬
1/3 hitless innings en route to a five-hit,
bleheader with CD April 21. The
10-strikeout effort in the opener at
Chaparrals won the first game 6-2. The
Thornton.
Doorman, a .400 hitter,
Bulldogs claimed the second 5-3.
“We had trouble putting our pitching paced the 11-hit attack with three hits,
and hitting together on the same day,” including a homer and two RBI.
Four errors and three unearned runs
Kranz said.
resulted
in a 5-3 loss to the Bulldogs in
Sophomore Jim Steben allowed
Morton just one run and two hits over the second game. Tony Freveletti
the final two hits over the final six (Downers Grove) and Mick Piche
(LaGrange) led DuPage with three hits
innings, but his teammates stranded 13
apiece.
baserunners.
The Chaparrals will play doublehead¬
ON THE STRENGTH of Dennis
Doorman’s four hits, including a pair of ers Sunday and Monday if the spring
doubles and seven RBI, DuPage built rains which have washed out a dozen
up a commanding 16-5 edge over games so far don’t make another
Kishwaukee before the Kougars batted appearance. CD is slated for 1 p.m.
in the fifth inning of the first game.. games Sunday at Truman. The final
home games of the season take place 1
Then the roof fell in. Four Chaparral
p.m.
Monday.
errors led to 10 unearned runs as the
margin diminished to 16-15.
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Sci-Fi

NE OF Thl~ GREAT THINKERS OF OUR
TIME. AND A FIRM BEUEIER IN Y10NO-SHOE-/S/Y

Creates a new world

by MICHAEL MCCARTHY.
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John Brunner is one of those science
fiction writers whose popularity seems
to run in cycles like the phases of some
wildly orbiting moon. In the early 70s
that moon was at full werewolf
potential with the publication of the
violent, Hugo award winning novel
Stand on Zanzibar and the even more
bleak and brutal The Sheep Look Up.
Since then he has published a series
of lesser works and “revised” reprints
of his older books that have succeeded
in diminishing his reputation to the
point where many new science fiction
fans are not even aware of his existence.
However, that may be about to change.
With the publication of his new book
The Crucible of Time, Brunner’s powers
seem once more to be in the ascendant.
Here Brunner returns to the massive
canvas that he handles so well. His
characters have always seemed to be
more contrived oddballs than wellrounded individuals and those in
Crucible are not exceptions to this rule.
But what he has excelled at in the past
is creating new worlds — worlds that
take on a life of their own from their
tremendous breadth and intricate
detail. The world of The Crucible of
Time is at once alien, fascinating, and
awe inspiring.
Its story of an entire civilization
rising up against its limitations and
finally transcending them is admirably
suited to Brunner’s special talents.
Known simply as the people, Brunner's
creations are not human. In fact they
bear more of a resemblance to
intelligent, mobile plants than humans.
But they are not played for laughs —
the people are not the vegetable
equivalent of Mr. Ed. More important¬
ly, they are not just human beings that
Brunner has disguised in plant suits.
Their differences from us are
fundamental; the people are a truly
alien culture. They have a welldeveloped weather sense that alerts
them to changes in the atmosphere.

j H fc

FASHION SCENE
FOR spring:

they come into contact with metal, their
minds slip into a dream lost state of
violent and irrational behavior.
What the people don’t know, and
what the plot is centered around, is the
fact that their planet is doomed. Under
the slow, but inevitable pull of galactic
motions they are heading into a dense
gas-cloud that will drastically alter
their climate. The story begins with
Jing, the people’s first scientist. It is
when he has his first inkling of the
planet’s dark future that he dreams of
saving the people by moving them
into space. In a civilization allergic to
metal and having only a rudimentary
knowledge of fire, the idea seems
preposterous. Brunner takes on the
challenge, though, and the result is
very good reading.
The novel is told in seven parts, each
separated by hundreds of generations of
the people. No single character is in
more than one part, but the spirit of
Jing links them all. In each part, heroic
individuals refuse to give in to the
limitations of the world around them.
They may not have much ability with
fire or metal, but they make up for it by
becoming excellent bio-engineers, alter¬
ing the plants of their world to fit their
needs as they become more and more
technological.
But plants, no matter how well they
may be altered through creative
engineering, still can’t be built into
space ships. As the gas cloud gets ever
closer, the planet’s eventual doom
becomes more and more obvious. The
people’s always tenuous hold on sanity
becomes weaker. Things look bleak.
Without giving anything away, let
me just say that the ending is uplifting
— no pun intended. Brunner’s solution
to the problems he has created for
himself is satisfying and original.
What The Crucible of Time lacks
because it does not have a single strong
central character, it more than makes
up for with its presentation of life in all
its wonderful variety. The novel is full
of great moments — moments that Eire
dark with frustration and despair and
moments that shine with the joy of
exploration and discovery. It is an
exciting, entertaining read. I only hope
that Brunner’s next book will continue
his resurgence. He deserves a wider
audience.
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SUNGLASSES

By STEVE SAVAGLIO
The parody has been a common aspect of the movie industry for years. Nowhere
has it been better applied than This is Spinal Tap, making its Chicago premire at
the Fine Arts Theatre on Michigan Avenue.
The movie spoofs both the common documentary and the English heavy-metal
scene. In the case of Spinal Tap, the two come together to form a hilarious comedy.
Tha story surrounds a fictitious rock band named, obviously, Spinal Tap. The
band has been around since the sixties — and is listed in the Guiness Book of
World Records as the loudest rock and roll band ever.
The mastermind behind the movie is Rob Riener (you may remember him as
“meathead” on “All in the Family”). Riener co-wrote, directed, and stars as a
filmmaker in the Scorsese/Coppola image, who chronicals the band’s tour of the
states. The popularity of the group is now fading and sold-out auditoriums are a
thing of the past. Tour dates are scrambled, props are mishandled and the band is
now playing smaller and smaller halls (at one point, the group plays in an airplane
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In the Arctic tundra, even time
freezes.
This is the land of Iceman, a human
adventure starring Academy Award
winner Timothy Hutton and Obie
Award winners Lindsay Crouse and
John Lone.
The movie begins when a mining
company discovers a human body,
frozen solid in glacial ice. He is still
alive, cryogenically preserved for 40,000
years.
As Dr. Stanley- Shephard, an
anthropologist with little use for
today’s gleaming technology, Hutton
becomes the Iceman’s ally. Their
friendship crosses a corridor between
the present and the past. . . the mastery
of science and the mystery of the
species.
Lindsay Crouse, as Dr. Diane Brady,
welcomes the strange find for different
reasons. She has been searching for a
cryoprotectant, a human “antifreeze”
capable of keeping living cells from
natural decay. This could be the
breakthrough she’s been waiting for.
John Lone is the Iceman, “A being
both human and primitive, more
frightened than frightening,” says the
actor. “This is not a horror picture.”
Behind Iceman is an intriguing
creative team. The director is Fred
Schepisi, who contributed to Austra¬
lia’s filmmaking resurgence via “The
Chant of Jimmy Blacksmith,” then
made an impressive American how with
“Barbarosa.”

Working from a script by Chip
Froser and John Drimmer, they did
their own extensive research into our
distant ancestors. Out of it came the
appearance of the Iceman. A prehistoric
language was then created for him by
Brown University linguist Philip Lieberman, based on studies of the voice
box, jaw and tongue of primitive man.
Finally, the Iceman unit headed
north to begin filming. A complete
cryogenics laboratory was created on
two adjacent soundstages in West
Vancouver, British Columbia. Then, as
winter was settling in, the cast and
crew moved first to Churchill, Manito¬
ba, and the frozen shoreline of Hudson
Bay, then to the glacial mountains of
Stewart, British Columbia.
Churchill, called the “Polar Bear
capital of the wor.d,” provided
spectacular views of the “Northern
Lights,” the Aurora Borealis.
It also provided bone-chilling cold.
When technicians began lining up their
gear in the wee hours of the morning,
the temperature generally hovered
around fifty degrees below zero.
“But it was worth it,” says director
Schepisi. “There are some locations
even the most sophisticated studio
can’t simulate.”
Production design .consultant Leon
Erickson put it another way. “We had a
great designer on our staff. . . Mother
Nature.”
CM
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The movie follows the documentary style, with flashbacks to the band’s past
performances — and interviews with its members. Christopher Guest and Michael
McKeon (“Lenny” on “Laveme and Shirley”) portray Nigel Hubbell and Dave St.
Hubbins, founders and leaders of Tap. Also starring in the movie are Harry
Shearer, Paul Schaffer and Howard Hessman.
Midway through the tour, the band releases their new album, “Smell the Glove.”
The group’s original idea for the cover art (A woman on all fours, wearing a dog
collar and leash, with a hand shoving a glove in her face) is dismissed, considered
too vulgar. When the band complains, the record company executive says,
“What’s in an album cover? Look at the Beatle’s White Album. Consequently,
the album is .released with the cover completely black on both sides, no writing.
Another delightful moment comes when the band is in their dressing room,
waiting to hit the stage. They get the word to go on and go into the halls yelling
“Hello Cleveland! Rock and Roll! Rock and Roll!” The guys keep walking around
the winding halls, yelling and screaming, but can t seem to find the stage.
Without telling you any more about the movie, I will say this — every
stereotype of the heavy-metal rock band is presented, and presented so well, I sat
on the edge of my seat waiting for what these backward Englishmen might do
next. This is Spinal Tap is one movie I didn’t mind spending five bucks to see, and
I walked out saying I would have spent even more. The movie may not come to
local theaters, but you won’t regret taking a ride into Chicago to see it.
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Firestarter;
As a master of the macabre, Stephen King’s novel approach to the supernatural
is ideally suited to film.
In Carrie, he turned a high school prom into a psychic shamble. In The Shining,
he checked into an inn with an insane past. In Cujo, he proved that not every dog
is man’s best friend.
Now comes Firestarter, drawn from his most critically acclaimed work.
A Dino De Laurentiis Production, it has the unique distinction of co-starring
three Academy Award winners in top roles — George C. Scott, Art Carney and
Louise Fletcher, as well as Academy Award nominee, Martin Sheen — along with
three of today’s most welcome young players, Drew Barrymore, David Keith and
Heather Locklear.
Miss Barrymore, one of the spunky siblings who befriended E.T. is the
firestarter of the title. As Charlene McGee, she’s a bewildered child, endowed with
a bizarre, paranormal skill (what psychic researchers call a “wild talent"), which
turns her childish fear into a fiery weapon.
Her father, played by David Keith (the tragic young cadet of An Officer and a
Gentleman), has previously used his own psychic powers to protect her. But now,
they are waning. And Charlene’s strange gift is getting stronger.
It couldn't happen at a more crucial time, the family has come under the
scrutiny of the Department of Scientific Intelligence, a covert government agency,
colloquially known as “the shop."
Its head is Martin Sheen, a shrewd, charming manipulator who’s damned if he’ll
be outwitted by an eight-year-old. Its enforcer is John Rainbird, a ritualistic killer
portrayed by George C. Scott in a vivid portrait of a man infatuated with death.
Hiding the pair from “the shop" are Art Carney and Louise Fletcher as a farm
couple who have no way to suspect the uncontrolled carnage in store if sweet,
in ,^,ent Charlene is ever truly terrified.
But being terrified is what Stephen King is all about.
And in the hands of dual Oscar winner Dino De Laurentiis, producer Frank
Capra, Jr. and director Mark Lester, the curious mixture of the credible and
incredible — which is King’s forte — comes malevolently to life on screen.
There’s an old adage that children shouldn t play with matches.
This one doesn’t have to. She's gifted. She s a FIRESTARTER.
CM

“I’ve always wanted to be a
mermaid,” said Daryl Hannah, the
graceful star of Splash, the romantic
comedy about a New York bachelor
who falls in love with a mermaid.
“I like fantasy a lot,” added the tall,
athletic young actress who made a
splash of her own in the 1982 motion
picture Blade Runner. “It would be
great if I could always play mytho¬
logical characters, but there aren't that
many good films with those kind of
roles.”
Fantasy and magic have always been
important influences on Hannah. “I
was a daydreamer when I was a child,”
she said, “and I still am.’’While growing
up in Chicago, Hannah recalled that her
favorite pastimes involved wearing
make-up and dressing in costumes.
“My friends and I used to pretend
that we were fairies or princesses,”
recalled Hannah. “There was an
enormous pool in Nassau that we used
to play-act as mermaids in.” To
embellish the fantasy, the children tied
their legs together before entering the
water.
“I like to play, and that’s what
acting is all about,” she said. “Acting
is playing, and believing in the roles
you’re portraying. Making movies is
like getting your driver's license to play
for your whole life.”
Hannah’s favorite fairy tale is the
Hans Christian Andersen classic The
Little Mermaid, which she tried to
develop into her own screen vehicle.
When she discovered that producer
Brian Grazer and director Ron Howard
were collaborating on a similar motion
picture, she was so upset that she
refused to read the screenplay.
When Hannah eventually read Splash
at her agent's prodding, she immediate¬
ly wanted the role. “I loved the script. I
felt that the character of Madison was
already a part of me,” she said
emphatically.
Ironically, Hannah was producer
Grazer’s first choice for the role. “I
wanted Daryl to play the mermaid
immediately after I saw Blade Runner.
She had enormous charisma in that
film,” he said. “I also liked the fact
that she was athletic.”
Director Howard added that he
“wasn’t surprised to see how easily
Daryl grasped the character” because
of her ambition to play a mermaid.
“Also,” he said, Daryl is very
sophisticated on one level and childlike
on another. That innocent, sincere
quality that she has in real life worked
beautifully for the role of Madison.”
Despite the physical hardships of
working underwater for many weeks —
in a tight-fitting costume — and the
methods of rigorous training that
preceded location filming in the
Bahamas, Hannah claims that it was
the easiest role in her career to date.
“This character was real simple for me,
because she is close to the chidlike side
of me. All I had to do was just switch
into that frame of mind and there I
was,” she said.
Splash is Hannah’s ninth film role,
since making her screen debut in The
Fury while enrolled in a Chicago high
school. She has been studying acting
since the age of eleven, under the
auspices of The Goodman Theater and
renowned drama coach Stella Adler. An
involvement in gymnastics and dance
dates back to the age of four.

Hanks

Although Tom Hanks is starring in
the romantic comedy
Splash, the
young actor confessed he never planned
to work in Hollywood.
“I was hoping to build a career in
regional theatre,” he said. “I was
willing to drift around, from Cleveland
to Chicago to Minneapolis, wherever
the jobs were going to take me.”
Hanks had completed three seasons
of classical repertory theatre with the
Great Lakes Shakespeare Festival,
when an ABC talent agent spotted him
in New York. He then flew to Los
Angeles where he spent eight agonizing
weeks auditioning for various network
projects.
After landing a role in the series pilot
for Bosom Buddies, Hanks endured
more unsettling time in Los Angeles
due to the actors’ strike. “I’ve
completely cleared that period out of
my head,” he said, “because it was just
so miserable.”
Bosom Buddies became a series and,
though never a ratings hit, it won the
support of critics and gained Hanks
considerable attention. “I liked working
in television,” he said. “Sure the pace is
hectic, but the work has substance as
long as you keep mentally stimulated.”
Then, director Ron Howard (who was
well aware of the actor’s increasing
popularity) happened to work with
Hanks on an episode of Happy Days.
“Tom was hysterically funny,”
Howard recalled. “He played a guy who
Fonzie had pushed out of a swing
during childhood, but was now
returning as a black belt to claim
revenge. Tom made a lasting impres¬
sion. When we began casting Splash,
we immediately called him in for a
reading.”
Hanks v/as delighted to win the role
of Allen Bauer, a New York bachelor
who unwittingly falls in love with a
mermaid. “I don’t know how it
happened,” Hanks says of his sudden
transition from television to the big
screen. “I was just taking the jobs as
they came along. But who wouldn’t
want to be in the movies? It’s the
greatest job in the world.”
Howard was impressed by Hanks'
handling of his Splash role. “Tom
had to be serious and poignant, as well
as romantic and vulnerable. There were
also moments when he had to be funny,
not to mention the difficult scenes
where he had to act underwater. I think
of him as a terrific leading man, like
Jack Lemmon or James Stewart —
funny guys who make you care."
So where did the young actor who
thought he would devote his life to
Shakespeare find his flair for comedy?
“From being the jokester, the prank¬
ster, the goofy nut through high school
and college,” Hanks said.
“I was always trying to stuff myself
into lockers, crazy things like that. My
only real training came from stealing
routines from my brother Larry. I stole
the stuff he said around the dinner
table and would take it to school the
next day and get a laugh out of it.”
And what is brother Larry doing
today? “He's an entomologist in
Baltimore,” Hanks answered. “A
doctor of bugs.” QM

“There’s so many things I want to do
in my lifetime,” said Hannah. “Splash
was a blessing. It even fulfilled my
lifelong ambition to learn how to scuba
dive.”
CM
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Nineteen-eighty-four marks a most auspicious occasion in the life of one of Walt
Disney’s most famous characters as Donald Duck celebrates his 50th birthday.
Beloved around the world, the irascible duck with the feisty personality has been
lauded as an American original: the incarnation of everyman, facing life boldly
against all odds.
Donald, himself, has had the following to say regarding the scurvy way in which
life tosses him around: “Practically everything I do right goes wrong. To me, the
world is just a hat with a brick hidden underneath. I represent the little man with
big ideas who can’t quite put them across.”
Universally acclaimed, Donald Duck has become one of filmdom’s most popular
citizens with movie fans in
76 countries, readers who follow his daily comic strip
in 100 foreign newspapers, friends who read his comic books published in 47
nations and television families who watch him in 29 countries.
The web-footed wonder was actually “bom” on June 9, 1934, the date of release
of Walk Disney’s Silly Symphony, “The Wise Little Hen” in which Donald made
his motion picture debut.
Donald's success story began, however, in the early 1930s when Walt Disney
hired a young man named Clarence Nash to do animal sounds. When Nash
performed his imitation of a baby goat, which he presented as a frightened little
girl attempting to recite Mary Had a Little Lamb. Walt Disney declared “that’s
our talking duck!” From that day forward, Donald’s distinctive voice has been
provided by Clarence “Ducky” Nash.
Following The Wise Little Hen, Donald’s next appearance was in Orphan’s
Benefit. He was given many more lines in his second role and this time there was
no doubt about the force of his personality. His unprecedented rages, his utter
incompetence in the face of ever-present obstacles had audiences delirious with
laughter. By 1937, Donald had become a star.
In that year’s Don Donald, the gallant fowl wooed a peppery senorita named
Donna. Donna later evolved into Daisy Duck whom Donald has been chasing ever
since. In 1938, Huey, Dewey and Louie, Donald’s hellion nephews, entered the scene,
creating even more chaos for the harried duck.
Donald’s meteoric rise to fame led to roles in over 150 short subjects as well as
appearances in the feature films The Reluctant Dragaon, Saludos Amigos, The
Three Caballeros, Fun and Fancy Free and Melody Time. He most recently
appeared in 1983’s featurette, Mickey’s Christmas Carol.
Along with movie stars such as Clark Gable and James Stewart, as well as
millions of other citizens, Donald also served in the military. The duck’s Army
experiences are documented in a number of wartime shorts. Nineteen-forty-three’s
Der Fuehrer’s Face, one of the most famous Donald Duck war films produced in
the United States, won an Academy Award as best short subject of the year.
Besides features and cartoon shorts, Donald has also starred in a number of
“awareness” featurettes including How To Have an Accident in the Home and
How to Have an Accident at Work. In 1959, the celebrated duck starred in one of
the most popular educational films ever produced, Donald in Mathmagic Land,
later followed by Donald and the Wheel and The Litterbug. Donald is also the
leading man in his own 16mm safety production, Donald’s Fire Survival Plan.
When Walt Disney entered the field of television in 1954, Donald was right at
his side making numerous appearances before the camera.
Donald’s continued popularity is demonstrated by the fan mail he receives from
around the world. And, as the world’s most famous duck enters his second
half-century, he is more in demand than ever before. He personally greets millions
of guests annually at Disneyland, Walt Disney World and Tokyo Disneyland.
Also, the Disney Channel pay TV service has created yet another outlet for Donald
to reach an entirely new generation of fans.
Never one to rest on his laurels, Donald is currently at work on his latest film, an
animated featurette based on the life of Christopher Columbus (played by Mickey
Mouse). Donald has a featured role as a stalwart crew member.
After fifty triumphant years, perhaps the words that best express the sentiment
of millions were uttered in Noel Coward’s Brief Encounter by Trevor Howard when
he said, “Thank heaven for Donald Duck.”
CM
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Winds' last concert
DuPage Winds will present the final
concert of its season at 8 p.m. Friday,
May 11, at CD.
The program is comprised of concert
band works by three English compos¬
ers: Ralph Vaughan Williams, Gustav
Holst and Gordon Jacob.
Williams’ “Folk Song Suite” is based
on English folk tunes including
“Seventeen Come Sunday” and “My
Bonnie Boy.” Two works by Holst will
be performed: “First Suite in E-Flat for
Military Band,” one of the first
significant pieces to be written for
band, and “Moorside Suite,” which was
originally scored for brass band.
Jacob’s “Flag of Stars” and “An
Original Suite” are also included on the
program. He is one of the foremost
contributors to the repertoire of original
band music.
DuPage Winds is an ensemble of
professionally trained musicians select-"
ed by audition and sponsored by
College of DuPage. This concert
concludes the group’s second session.
Music director Bruce Moss is
chairman of the York High School
music department in Elmhurst and also
conducts the Wheaton Municipal Band.
The concert will be held in the
Building M Performing Arts Center on
Lambert Road in Glen Ellyn. It is open
to the public without charge.
For further information, call 8582800, ext. 2036.
CM

Terrance McNally’s comedy, Bad
Habits will be presented by College of
DuPage’s Performing Arts department
Tuesday through Saturday, May 1 to 5,
at 8 p.m. in the Performing Arts Center
in Building M on the campus.
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The play is set at Ravenswood, a
posh playground-sanatorium for
glued” couples,

a

' place where victims of bad habits such
as smoking, drinking and others quite
unmentionable come to be cured.

At

these two places, a circus of zanies act

iiiiiissaii

out their own special perversions under
the guidance of the esteemed

Dr.

PeDDer with help from nurses Benson
and Hedges.

COU'E0Oi“n «DEO EQUIPMENT

Cast members for Ravenswood are
John Finch and Adam Jones, Lombard;
Robby Kettering, Wheaton; Gregory
Mueller, Addison; Rene Ruelas and
Gregory Sekowski, Glendale Heights;
Sharman Thuren, Roselle; and Keith
.Warner, Bensenville.
The Dunelawn actors are Kevin
Benac, Naperville; Dawn Capecci and
Michael Jacobson, Glen Ellyn; Greogry
Finlayson, Lisle; Laura Lindsey, Wood¬
ridge; Dean Monti, Oak Brook; Kris
Randolph, Darien; and Eric Ruff,
Wheaton.
Admission is $1. Senior citizens and
students will be admitted without
charge. For further information, call
858-2800, .ext. 2036.
CM

Allstate Insurance recently presented
the College of DuPage Media Technolo¬
gy program with used video equipment
which included two three-tube video
cameras, two camera control units, a
““processing amplifier and several studio
lights.
Although current space limitations
and operational difficulties preclude
immediate use of most of the
equipment, the Media Technology
program expects to be able to utilize
the majority of the donated assets when
it moves into its new facility in the Arts
Center in a couple of years.
Russ Grosch of Allstate and Dr.
Robert Johnson, former acting coordi¬
nator of the media program, were
primarily responsible for arranging the
CM

Tickets
Action at DuPage
Tonight’s the night for action at CDl
WBMX-FM’s Banks and Co. will be on
hand in the SRC cafeteria po d.j. a
break dancing dance contest.
Pop, rock, soul, heavy metal, rhythm
and blues and reggae will be featured as
tunes roll on throughout the evening.
Admission is $3 per person, $5 per
couple and refreshments will be sold at
the extravaganza, sponsored by Stu¬
dent Government, poors open at 8 p.m.

CM

Memberships
The College of DuPage Physical
Education and Community Recreation
'enter is available for community
membership which provides i or use of
he arena, indoor track, pool, racquetall courts, and weight room at
esignated times.
Individual community memberships
may be purchased for $100-a-yenr, plus
3 for an I.D. card. Members must be
6 years of age or older. Individual
enior citizens’ memberships are $50-a,ear, plus $3 for the I.D. card.
Memberships me taken from noon top.m. Mondays, Wednesdays and
'ridays, and from 6 to 9 p.m. Mondays
m the center across from Room 205.
For further information, call the
“nter at 858-2800, ext. 2365.
CM
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and at Dunelawn,

ALL ABOUT BIKES
You may think all you need to know
about a bicycle is how to ride it, but Rich
Kirkwood believes there is a lot more to
learn if you are to have a true outdoor
experience with your bike.
Kirkwood, who has been appointed to,
the governor’s Council on Health and
Physical Fitness program, is the
instructor of a course on bicycling
offered by College of DuPage.
The spring class will meet Mondays,
May 7, 14, 21 and June 4 at Glenbard
East High School, Lombard, supple¬
mented by three Sunday morning bike
tours, May 13, 20 and June 3. The
tours take in the territory near Argonne
National Laboratory, Bemis Woods and
the Fox Valley.
An introduction and orientation is
covered in the first session along with
instruction on fitting bikes to the size
—of the individual.
The second session will cover riding
skills: using gears and brakes and
changing a tire. Riding conditions and
clothing to wear are also featured.
Bike safety, rules of the road, cycle
camping and a talk by a guest speaker
will take place at the third class
meeting.
The fourth session will cover
maintenance and repairs including
simple checks and tools.
A similar class will be instructed by
Kirkwood in Hinsdale during June and
July. This fall Kirkwood will teach his
■ bike class and a class in psychology forthe college. Early in September he will
be taking a group on a bike tour of
Vermont.
For further information, contact the
: ■ :
college’s regional office at 655-2910.
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Kenny Rogers will headline a concert
also starring Helen Reddy and The
Righteous Brothers Friday, May 18 at
the Rosemont Horizon.
Show tickets are now on side at the
Student Activities Box Office on the
first floor of the SRC building.
•Mezzanine seats are available and may"
be purchased only in even. numbers.
Cost is $15.50.

■■MM

C.O.D. ART INSTRUCTOR
EXHIBITS WORK NATIONALLY
A part-time life drawing instructor at
College of DuPage, Larry Price of
Elgin, has had his work exhibited in six
shows so far in 1984.
. Currently his work can be seen in the.
Wright Museum of Art at Beloit
College, Beloit, Wis.; in the National
Touring Exhibition’s “Alternatives
’84” presently at Ohio University,
Athens, Ohio; and in am exhibit in the
San Francisco Art Institute.
Price also has a drawing at the juried
show in the Momeng Dance and Art
Center in Chicago, and is exhibiting one
of his pieces of art at the high tech and
art show now being held at Fermi Lab.
Price has taught design and p sun ting
at College of DuPage and is an
instructor of design at Elgin Community College. He earned his master’s of
i in painting and drawing
at Northern Illinois Utt versity.
5 SIS:
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Who is Pink Floyd?
by MARILYN MORGAN

Just who is Pink Floyd? The major
character of the movies The Wall, or
the rock and roll group? How much of
him is Roger Waters and how much is
David Gilmour?
Those two have been the driving
forces behind the group. Pink Floyd,
since Sid Barrett’s resignation and
disappearance in the late sixties. The
collaboration of these giant talents and
intriguing personalities produced such
classics as Dark Side of the Moon and
Wish You Were Here.
With the past two albums, The Final
Cut and The Wall, it has become
obvious that Waters is becoming the
dominant voice of the group. The Wall
was fairly autobiographical and The
Final Cut was a reaction to England’s
war over the Falklands. Perhaps in
response to this, Gilmour has produced
his second solo album of his career,
About Face.
The similarity of the album to the
music of Pink Floyd is unmistakable,
but there are distinct differences as
well. Lyrically, Gilmour is not as
talented as Waters is; his lyrics lack

WF
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the beautiful and terrifying imagery of
his partner. Although David’s voice is
technically much stronger, he lacks
that razor sharp emotional quality that
haunts Water’s songs.
Musically, though, Gilmour shines
where Waters stumbles and falls. There
is a fullness to this album that was
sorely lacking in The Final Cut, which
sounded half finished. Granted, he is
helped out by such unmistakable
talents as Steve Winwood and Pete
Townshend, but it is still the distinct
sound of Gilmour’s emotional and
driving guitar playing that we are
treated to. The production here is much
more straightforward. There is a
noticeable lack of insane laughter and
other bizarre noises cropping up in the
background of the music.
Although he has remained faithful tc
the sound of Pink Floyd, Gilmour has
produced a distinctive and high quality
album. His music is much easier to
listen to; it lacks the pained and
twisted outlook of Waters’ productions.
This will be a disappointment for some,
but a reprieve for others.

R,f k concert, sponsored by the college’s Student Activities Program
Board, will be held in the Physical Education and Community Recreation Center
on the east side of campus. Tickets are $5 in advance, $6 at the door, and are
available at the Student activities Box Office, Room 1020B, on the first floor of the
Student Resource Center.
The pulsating Big Twist described as “over 300 pounds of heavenly R&B’s joy’’
by criRc Bob Claypool of the Houston Post, combines a buttery baritone voice
with his uncanny ability to sing the silky blues ballads as well as the high voltage
blues numbers.
The riveting songstress Taylor is called “the hardest working lady in show
business today. . . her band can deep fry you in your seat,” by the Chicago
Tribune. Renowned as “Queen of the Blues,” Taylor specializes in fierce Chicago
blues and delivers them in her patented throaty semi-scream that rocks her
listeners.
“This is a golden opportunity not only for rhythm and blues fans, but all music
fans, to see two of the greatest Chicago blues acts — and at a bargain price,” said
Mark Geller, assistant to the director of the college’s Student Activities office.
Both of these acts have large fan followings in Chicago, where people pay
between $10 and $12 for tickets and also pay cover charges, parking and tolls. At
CD , people can see both of the acts together for just $5 in advance,” adds Geller.
For additional ticket information, call the Student Activities office 858-2800
ext. 2712 or 2241.

-----CM

Anderson: modern music

Disney friends celebrate

by MARILYN MORGAN

Perhaps you have heard of the term,
“modern art.” When I listen to the
music of Laurie Anderson, I coin the
phrase, “modern music.”
With the appearance of her surprise
hit single, “O Superman” in 1981 from
the album. Big Science, Anderson
became one of the foremost figures of
avante guarde music. She has recently
followed up with her second album.
Mister Heartbreak. The album includes
contributions from individuals such as
Peter Gabriel and Adrian Belew. Belew,
is an unusually talented guitarist who
has two solo albums to his credit.
Anderson’s music has been described
as “the classical music of the eighties.”
Like modern art, which demands to be
stared at, her music demands to be
listened to. It will not be satisfied to
blandly hum in the background. She
breaks all of the traditional rules of
recorded music to create a sound that is
one of a kind. When listening to
Anderson for the first time, expect the
unexpected.
If all of this sounds challenging and
intimidating, it should. Because that is
what her music does. However, she also
captures you with the enigmatic and
echoing quality of her voice whether
she’s speaking, singing, shouting, or
murmuring her lyrics. Her songs touch
on topics such as the sin of pride (“I
think whether pride is sin is circum¬
stantial”), gravity (“The difference
is gravity’s presence”), and a retelling
of a biblical tale (“I think the Bible
is great as it is”).
Although her music flys to the
fringe of reality, Laurie’s roots are in
suburbia, Illinois. In fact, she will be
appearing at the Civ Opera House in
Chicago on May 17. Although I cannot
promise that it would be the most
enjoyable concert of a lifetime, I would
say that the odds are that it would be
one of the most unusual and
stimulating experiences you could
encounter.
CM

The kinetic rhythm and blues beat of Big Twist and the Mellow Fellows plus
the enervating vocals of special guest Koko Taylor and Her Blues Machine, come
to CD in concert Saturday, May 5, at 8 p.m.
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The! Courier Magazine congratulates
Brian Patrick O’Mahoney for his award
winning pictorial Sculpture” which
appeared In the October issue of CM.

Courier Magazine

“

Disneyland and Walt Disney World,
known worldwide as the happiest places
on earth, will celebrate Donald Duck’s
50th birthday with a summer festival
filled with parades, shows, personal
appearances, and a host of surprises
designed to commemorate the year 1984
as Donald’s 50th.
Attracting more than 34 million
visitors annually, the two parks
(Donald’s “homes”) will begin their
festivities in mid-May with colorful
daily parades featuring more than 200
singers, dancers and marching musi¬
cians. Scenic units will roll down Main
Street, U.S.A., carrying Mickey and
Minnie Mouse, Goofy, Pluto and all the
famous Disney characters that populate
the two Magic Kingdoms. Also on hand
will be Donald’s first love, Daisy Duck
and his three mischievous nephews,
Huey, Dewey and Louie.
A spectacular live-on-stage musical
variety show starring Snow White,
Alice, Cinderella and Donald himself
will be presented as well in a special
musical celebration for millions of
birthday guests.
In addition, the jubilant birthday
festivities will extend to Tokyo
Disneyland where Donald’s 50th will be
commemorated with a week-long cele¬
bration in June, Donald’s birthday
month.
Clarence “Ducky” Nash, the man
who created Donald's distinctive voice
in 1934’s cartoon short, The Wise Little
Hen, and who is still providing
Donald’s quack, will also be on hand at
Disneyland and Walt Disney World for
many of Donald’s special festivities.
Now, seventy-nine-years-old, “Ducky”
continues to entertain children and
adults alike with his famous quack-talk.
Songs from Donald’s feature films,
including Saludos Amigos, The Three
Caballeros and Melody Time will be
incorporated into the special parades
and shows that are planned.
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